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ABSTRACT
The object of this dissertation is to study the structure of 
special types of Banach algebras which we have labeled convolution 
measure algebras. There are several important examples of such algebras. 
L^ (G), where G is a locally compact abelian group, is a convolution 
measure algebra which has been extensively studied. M(G), the algebra 
of all regular Borel measures on G , is a far more complex convolution 
measure algebra and little is known about its structure. M(G) may be 
considered the motivating example for this work.
The basic result of this work is a representation of the maximal 
ideal space of a convolution measure algebra. It is well known that the 
maximal ideal space of L-^ (G) is "G , the group of characters on G .
We show that in general the maximal ideal space of a convolution measure 
algebra may be represented as the semigroup "S' of all semicharacters on 
some compact topological semigroup S . When applied to M(G) this 
representation makes certain pathological properties of M(G) appear 
more natural and leads to a partial result on the Shilov boundary 
question for M(G).
Chapter I is purely measure theoretic in nature and may be 
considered background material for the later chapters. We consider a 
particular type of Banach space TTI of measures, and prove that Tf? * 
can be represented as C(X) , the space of all continuous functions on 
a compact, extremely disconnected Hausdorff space X . Most of the
iv
results of this chapter are contained in Cunningham's work on abstract 
L-spaces (Cf. [1]). However, we include proofs of these results for 
completeness.
In Chapter II we define convolution measure algebra and show that 
the maximal ideal space of such an alge'tr- 7Tf , can be represented as 
the semigroup S of all semicharacters on some compact topological 
semigroup S .
In Chapter III we investigate the relationships between the 
structures of 7T) , S , and "S' . We identify a subset H of 'S' on
which the Gelfand transform of every element of 71? attains its 
maximum modulus.
In Chapter IV we consider the case where Tft is M(G) for some 
locally compact group G . We show that the kernel of S is the Bohr 
compactification of G and identify the natural imbedding of tT into 
"S' . We also show that, in this case, H (vide supra) is a proper 
subset of *3 but is not closed in the Gelfand topology. It is not 
known whether the closure of H is proper in S' . The solution of the 
Shilov boundary problem may depend on the answer to this question.
In Chapter V we list several unsolved problems which arise in 
connection with this work.
v
INTRODUCTION
The object of this dissertation is to study the structure of 
special types of Banach algebras which we have labeled convolution 
measure algebras. There are several important examples of such algebras. 
L^(G), where G is a locally compact abelian group, is a convolution 
measure algebra which has been extensively studied. M(G), the algebra 
of all regular Borel measures on G , is a far more complex convolution 
measure algebra and little is known about its structure. M(G) may be 
considered the motivating example for this work.
The basic result of this work is a representation of the maximal 
ideal space of a convolution measure algebra. It is well known that the
We show that in general the maximal ideal space of a convolution measure 
algebra may be represented as the semigroup 's of all semicharacters on 
some compact topological semigroup 3 . When applied to M(G) this 
representation makes certain pathological properties of M(G) appear 
more natural and leads to a partial result on the Shilov boundary 
question for M(G).
Chapter I is purely measure theoretic in nature and may be 
considered background material for the later chapters. We consider a 
particular type of Banach space in of measures, and prove that in* 
can be represented as C(X), the space of all continuous functions on a
maximal ideal space of is G , the group of characters on G .
1
2compact, extremely disconnected Hausdorff space X . Most of the results 
of this chapter are contained in Cunningham's work on abstract L-3paces 
(cf* [1])* However, we include proofs of these results for completeness.
In Chapter II we define convolution measure algebra and show that 
the maximal ideal space of such an algebra "TO , can be represented as 
the semigroup 1? of all semicharacters on some compact topological 
semigroup S .
In Chapter III we investigate the relationships between the 
structures of Tfi , S , and . We identify a subset H of S on
which the Gelfand transform of every element of TT) attains its
maximum modulus.
In Chapter IV we consider the case where 17? is M(G) for some 
locally compact group G . We show that the kernel of S is the Bohr
compactification of G and identify the natural imbedding of G into
S' . We also show that, In this case, H (vide supra) Is a proper 
subset of S but 13 not closed in the Gelfand topology. It is not 
known whether the closure of H Is proper in S . The solution of the 
Shilov boundary problem may depend on the answer to this question.
In Chapter V we list several unsolved problems which arise in 
connection with this work.
CHAPTER I
In this chapter we define a quite general type of Banach space of 
measures and prove that the adjoint of such a space may be represented 
as the algebra of all continuous functions on a compact Hausdorff space. 
In our use of Banach algebra terminology we follow [8],
Throughout this chapter ^  will denote a boolean algebra where 
A and V denote the lattice operations in '/S » ~ denotes
complementation, 0 is the zero element of , and E is the
identity element (cf. [72* pp. 81-82).
Definition 1.1. (a) A measure on is a function from
to the complex numbers, such that A V B) = A) + JU(B) for
every pair A,B of elements of ^  for which A A B = 0 .
(b) If JJ( is a measure on we set
\/A\ (A) = sup
i
where the supremum is taken over all finite subsets of 2?
for which A^ A Aj = 0 if i f  j and A^ V A^V ... V'An = A . |^ ' I is
called the variation function of yU and is itself a measure on 
provided it is finite for each A in 28 •
(c) M(^ 3 ) will denote the set of all measures yU on 28 for
which \ju(, (E) < oo . For JJ, in M(28) we set ,\JA j = |/J j (E).
is called the total variation of
3
4M(^) Is a Banach space under the usual addition and scalar 
multiplication of functions and the total variation norm. M( B ) is a 
partially ordered Banach space if we introduce the order relation*
J J , < V  if (V - )(A) > 0 for each A in 13
Definition 1.2* (a) A simple step function on °£) is a 
pair where each is In ^  A A^  = 0 if
i f  j , and each a^ is a complex number.
(b) If f = » ^ai^l=l^ is a silT1Ple Step function on
'B s yM is in M('B ) , and B is in ^  , then we define
i
It is easy to verify that jx is again a measure in M(TB ) and
in fact, Tj. is a bounded linear operator on M('3) for each simple
step function f
Definition 1.3* (a) ^  J A  and ! J  are elements of M(73 ) and
for each e > 0 there exists a § > 0 , such that \JJ\ (A) < e
whenever A is in 13 and IV| (A) < S t then j j  is said to be
V  -continuous.
(b) If j j  and V are elements of M($ ) and for each e > 0
there exists an element A of $  , such that \JJ\ (A) < e and
IVI (A) < e , then j j  is said to be V  -singular. We will
occasionally denote this by JJ J- V
(c) A closed linear subspace 17? of M(B ) will be called an
L-space over 'JQ if whenever j j  is in TD and V  is J J  -continuous,
5V  Is also in 1ft
Throughout the remainder of this chapter Vi will denote a fixed 
L-space over ^3 . If 7} is an L-space over which is contained
in TFJ then T> will be called an L-subspace of Tfl j 71 will 
denote the elements of TT? which are j j -singular for each JA in 
71 . It follows immediately from the definitions that 711 is also
an L-subspace of 7T1 •
The primary object of this chapter is to characterize the adjoint 
space of Tt} . We shall require three basic tools of measure theory 
which are summarized in the following theorem.
Theorem 1.1, (a) If ja is a real valued measure In M(^), then
there exist unique non-negative measures JA + and /A ~ in M(^ 3 ), such
that JA = U^+ - JA " and JA+ 1  M" . It follows that 
JA\ - U + + t{ * .
(b) If and ~\J are measures In M(^), then there exist
unique measures ^ z  such that i/= ^ ,
is JA -continuous, and is ^-singular.
(c) If p{ and V  are measures in M()3), then V  is
JA -continuous if and only if for each e > 0 , there exists a simple
step function f on Q  , such that ()q; - T^ M^|| < e .
Part (a) of the above theorem Is the well known Jordon
decomposition theorem (cf. [5], pp. 122-123). Part (b) Is the 
Lesbegue decomposition theorem. In this generality, it was proved by
6Darst (cf. [2]). Part (c) is the Radon-Nikodym theorem in a more
general setting. It was also proved by Darst (cf. [2]).
-m *The first step in our characterization of the adjoint space 77) 
of 7?] is to represent 777 * as an algebra of operators on Tf) . To
this end we denote by Rq the algebra of all operators T^ where f
ranges over the simple step functions on "23 • Rq is the linear span
of the projection operators where A is an element of ^  and
P^ is defined by the equation JA (B) =yll(A A B). It is 
immediate from the definitions, that if T is in RQ and j j^  is in 
77} , then T j j  is yU -continuous* Thus T JJ. is again in TF!
and in fact, every L-subspace of 7)7 is an invariant subspace for the
operators in Rq .
We denote by R the Banach algebra of all bounded linear 
operators on 7)7 which commute with all the operators in Rq . If F 
is an element of the adjoint space YD* of \7} we define an operator 
T on 77} in the following manner: T yu(A) = F ( P ) for each yM 
In 77? and each A in ^  .
Theorem 1.2. The correspondence F --> T , defined above, is an
isometry from Tf?* onto R .
Proof. T j j , is again a measure in M ( ^ ) , for if A A B = 0
then PAVB = PA + PB ' PA A B * PA + PB * 30 that T P  (A V B) =
F(Pa >U) + F(Pg^u) = T ^ U(A) + T^u(B) . T is clearly a linear operator
from /iT) to M(^ ), T is bounded; in fact if c= ^
Ai A A j =  ^ *"or  ^  ^J » then
72  |T > u U i> l  = 2  |F(PA ^  -  l|F|1 Z  IIPA Mil 2 HF H li^ull •
i  i  1 i  1
Hence || T | < |j F | and T is a bounded operator of norm at
most | F | .
Note that if A and B are in , then
PaT^M(B) = TyU(A A B) = F(PAAB/^) = F(PBPa /^ = TPA ^ (B) » henC®
T commutes with all the operators PA . It follows that T 
commutes with all operators in Rq • To show that T is in R , it
remains to show that T^U is in 7ft for each in 7ft . In
fact T^U is yi-continuous, since |T^ (j(A) = HP^T^U =
l|TPA /7|| < || T || || PAJU|| = II T || |/l|(A) for each A in
„ , i^r
We have shown that the correspondence F — > T carries 7ft 
into R and | T | < | F|| . It remains to show that the map
is linear, has an inverse, and || F | < | T || . The map is clearly
linear, since + T2 ) j J ( k )  = T^CA) + ^^(A) =
F1(Pa A° + F2(PA ^ } = (F1 + F2)(Pa />,)- If T is in R , then 
F(^l) = T^U(E) defines an element F of 7 T  , such that
|| FI) < || T || and F(P^) = TPJUCE) = PATJU(E) = TyU(A). The 
Map T — > F is the required inverse and the proof is complete.
Theorem 1.3* If 77 Is a closed subspace of 7ft , then the
following statements are equivalent:
(a) 7> is an L-subspace;
(b) T> is an invariant subspace for R J
8(c) 17 is an invariant subspace for Rq .
Proof. If 7} is an L-subspace of |) , J A is in 1? , and
T is in R , then TJ A is JA -continuous) hence T JA is in 7? •
Thus (a) implies (b).
Since Rq is contained in R , (b) clearly implies (o).
If 17 is invariant under Rq , ^ is in T> , and V  is
^-continuous, then, by Theorem 1.1 (c) , V  is the norm limit of
measures of the form JA where is in RQ . Each jA
is in 77 t hence V  is in 7  . Thus (c) implies (a).
Theorem 1.^. If 'f} is an I^-subspace of 7ft , then there exists
a unique idempotent operator P in R , such that PIT? = 17 *
Furthermore, if P is any idempotent operator in R , then P 71? is 
an L-subspace, (PIT? = (I-P)'r)7 , and P commutes with each Operator 
in R .
Proof. If J A  and V  are in 7ft , then, by Theorem 1.1 (b),
there exist unique measures and V 2 » such that V =  + V  2 »
V 1 is J A  -continuous, and V 2 is /^-singular. Then clearly 
V  J_ V  2 * ^  f°H°ws from the definitions that if f t  and t u
are bounded measures and p  _L u> , then \ \ jO  + u? !| =
||/C | + H'Lo || . Hence ||Vjl = IIV-JI + II^H * We 3et
; that is, V  = V 1 + (V  - PM v* ) is the
unique decomposition of a measure V  into the sum of a JA,-continuous 
part and a j j  -singular part
9If Is another measure in 71) , then V  +y^ =
(PM V  + P^f) ) + ( ( V -  Pj, V  ) + (/ - ^4/0 )) and P,,V + P^yG 
is yu -continuous whereas ((-J - P^  \J ) + ( f  - P^  ) is y/ -singular. 
Hence P ^ ( V + y c )=Pi>V + f)u £ . Also, if c is a scalar, then
P^j c V  = cP^V . Hence P^ is a linear operator on '177 . P^ is
bounded of norm one, since ll V^ll = I “'-'Ml - IIV - P^  u‘ f| < [|Vj| .
Note that P^ yu = JA i in fact, If V  is yU -continuous, then
P^ ~\J = V  . It follows that PM (fjw V  ) = V  , so that ^  is an
idempotent operator* Also, if ~J is yu -continuous, and yo is In 7?) , 
then Pv p  is yu -continuousj hence P^ Pv y£> = Pv yo .
Now If T is in R and j j  and ~\J are in 717 , then
T V  = T P ^ 'J + T(V- f/uV); T is Pjj,~\J -continuous and hence
yu -continuous! T( V  - FJu V  ) is (“7- IJu.V )-continuous and hence
yu-singular. Thus Pw T V  = T P w v  • That is, Fy>. comxrtutes with
every operator In R . Thus P^ itself must be in R .
The range of P^ is clearly the L-space of all measures in "fi?
which are yu -continuous. We denote this space by (yj). The 
preceding discussion proves the first statement of Theorem l.h in the 
case where 7} is (yj) for some fixed yu in fl) • We now establish
the general case.
If 7} is any L-subspace of 77) , 1st denote the collection
of all operators P^ for jj in 7} . We set Pv < P^  if
I)n Pv = Pv y this happens if and only if ~\y is yu -continuous. Under
this partial ordering, is a directed setf for If yu and ~\J are 
in 7? , then /° = i/11 + | V  j is In 7} , < jy, , and Pv < P^
If Pv < P/a then P^ = Pv + (P ^  -  Pv ) = px . + P^ (I - Pv ) 
and since (I - Pv )y> is -^-singular for each f>  in ]]) , so is
10
P/A ( P  -  P V  )/» * T h u a  P v / ^  -L -  P-y )/' f o r  0 a c h  f  111 I h e n c e
HP^yil = j|Pv y£/j| + | (P^ . - pv 1^1 * A s1-1”?1® induction shows that if
P.. < P.. < ... < P,, are in andp  is in 1ft » then
/<! - M z - " -'n ' /
n-1
ii^ i = ii^ /u + 2 H(x +1-VH -ii/>ii*
It follows that for any tower of elements Pj+ of t the
corresponding tower of elements p  has at most count ably many
distinct members and satisfies the Cauchy condition for each /S in
■".r? • It follows that for each p  in If? , the directed set
{R( s> t Vy is in ) converges in norm to an element Pp  of . 
Thus the directed set 3^> converges in the strong operator topology to 
an operator P on 7)? •
Since Pv < P/< implies P^ P-j = Pv , we have P E,, = Pv for
every V  in 17 • Hence P P = P . The range of P is clearly 7? •
since JA in 77 implies P jA  = P P ^ p = Py p ,  ~ p -  Since P is
the limit in the strong operator topology of operators that commute with
all operators in R , P has the same property.
If P^ is any idempotent in R and P^ IT? = 77 » then P ;
but P commutes with P^ j hence P P^ = P^P = P . Thus P^ = P and
P is the unique idempotent in R which projects on 7}
Since P^"J = 0 for all JJ in 77 If and only if V  is in
77^ ~ > the operator (I - P) is an idempotent in R with range 7?~^“ •
Now if P is any idempotent operator in R , JA is in P 7T? *
and T is in RQ , then P T M = T P JJ = TJJ. . Hence T p  is in PTfl *
Thus P Tl7 is a closed invariant subspaoe for RQ . By Theorem 1.3*
11
P TO Is an L-subspace. This completes the proof.
Corollary. If and P2 are ldempotents In R , then
P1P2 = P2P1 ia 3X1 Pi P2 ^  = Pl^ n P2^ *
The two previous theorems characterize the ldempotents In R . To 
complete characterization of R , we require a method of determining 
the elements of R in terms of the ldempotents of R . To this end, we 
develop an analogue of the spectral decomposition theory for rings of 
operators in a Hilbert space.
We will say that an operator T in R is real if T jm Is a
real valued measure for every real valued measure JA. in TR • Each
operator T in R can be written as T^ + i T^  for some pair of real
operators T^ and T2 in R ; in fact, it suffices to set
= Re(T Re^ -!) + i Re(T Imy^) and T2 JA = Im(T Re/A) + i Im(T Im^M ).
Theorem 1.5. If T is a real operator in R , then for each real 
number t there exists an idempotent operator P^ in R , such that 
the following conditions hold!
(2) Pt = 0 for t < - | T |j and 
Pt = I for t > | T | ,
(3) the function t — > is right continuous in the strong 
operator topology ; and
firm
(4) T = J ||T||tdPt where the integral converges in the 
operator norm.
1) ti < t2 implies P^ P^
12
Proof, If t is any real number, we define to be the subset of
7ft consisting of all measures yu in Tft for which T|yu| < t|yu| . We
shall show that ~f| ^  is an L*>3ubspaee of 77? .
Tf} ^  is clearly a closed subset of Tft • Also, if yu is in
n
]}t and TQ = 2  ai PA is in R0 ' 1,1 th Ai A AJ =  ^ f°r
i j , then
n n




t ito>*i = i L * j v w  .
and T0/U is in 77^ • It follows from Theorem 1,1 (c) that if yu 
is in 7}-^  is /A-continuous, then V  is in T?t • Also, if
yu^ and are in 71t and a and b are scalars, then
aj j ( x  + bj i 2 is lyH^ +|yH2| -continuous, and l^ -jJ + |/72 l ls
clearly in 7} ^  I hence ayu^ + ^ M z  is ^  t * Thus "^t is ^
L-subspace of 77? .
3y Theorem 1,^ there exists a unique idempotent in R , such
that Pt7f} = *T?t ^ d  (I - Pt)Tf? = 77^ ~ • Note that if yu is a
non-negative measure in 77} » then P^ JJ = J J if and only if Tyu < tyu •
Suppose JJ. is a non-negative measure in |f-^  ; then Tyu - tyu
1is a real valued measure in JT . If Tyu - tyu is not non-negative,
then by Theorem 1.1 (a), Tyu - tyu = - ~\J  ^  where V-j_ and are
13
non-negative measures in 7V^  , V 2 f  0, and _L V 2- Qy Theorem 
1.1 (b), JA = JA-L +yU2 where 1 is V 1 -continuous and 2 is
V x -singular. Then V x - V 2 = T,u - tJU = ( T - t>^ 1) + (TJAZ - t ^ 2), 
where ^ JA-^ - V^l is -continuous and T^ 2 - ^JA 2 is
" \ t -singular. It follows that ~\A^ = TJJ. - ^JA-^ z ~
1JA 2 -  t JA2 ‘ Thus TA*2 - V^2 hence, J { 2 is in 7?t • This is
a contradiction, since JA Z Is in TV^ JA2 f  0 • Thus T JJ. - t/l
must be non-negative. We have proved that TJA > tJA for each
VInon-negative measure JA in (r^
We now verify that the operators , for t real, satisfy the
four conditions of the theorem. Clearly if t^  < t , then
TK c TK . so that P P = P . If t < - '| T | and u is a
Z1 2 1 2 1 /
non-negative measure in TIT , then tJ A (E) = t ||^ X | < - !| T | ||^>| | <
- |l ^ JA | < Tyn(E), so that JA is not in Ttj. • Thus 1} ^  is empty
and P^ = 0 . If t > | T | and JA is any non-negative measure in
ITT , then T^l(A) < | PaTJA | 5 I T | l|PA^ll < I T | JA (A) <
t^U(A) , so that JA is in Tl ^  . Thus and = I . Note
that n TV = 7} » hence for each M in Tft , lim P. /A = P. /A •
V *  1 *0 t->tj  ^ *0
Thus t — > P^ is right continuous in the strong operator topology.
We have established (1), (2), and (3) of the theorem.
To prove (iJ-), note that if t^  < t2 and JA is a non-negative
measure in TW , then ^(P^ - ) JA < ^ JA — ^2^t “ ^t  ^M  * T^is
2 1 1 2 1
is because (P. - P ) U is in w. n 'n—  . Thus if
2 tl '  2 tl
— | T | = tQ < t  ^< ... < t = I T | is a partition of the interval
[- I T | , | T | J of norm less than ^ , and JA is a non-negative
measure in TFI , then
14
i* n
2  G-l (pt.- Ft. '/M - T/< i 2 ti(pt.’ Pt. >}* ' andTT x i-l “  x x-1 /1=1 x=l
n n
2  V i ' v  pt. >y - z v pt.- pt. >r II s- , 1 X-1 7 1 1-1i=l ^  i=l
2 i V i  - \IIPt.- pt. >/"!! ■= «11/4II-
x=l i-1
n
It follows that | t. i(?t - ^t  ^ I < ^ •
i=l ^  1 i'1
r IITI
Thus T - J  ||Tj|t ^ P^. where the integral converges in norm. This 
completes the proof.
Corollary. The closed linear span of the idempotents in R is R . 
Furthermore, R is a commutative algebra.
Proof. Every operator in R can be written as a linear
combination of two real operators and by Theorem 1 .5 * every real 
operator is the norm limit of linear combinations of idempotent operators 
in R . It follows that R is commutative, since by Theorem 1.4
the idempotents in R commute.
The fact that R is a commutative Banach algebra allows us to 
define an involution in R and then apply the Gelfand representation 
theory.
15
If ;A is in Tf) let f j denote the complex conjugate of U
For JU in and T in R , we set T * j j = TJa . This equation
clearly defines a new operator T* in R . T is a reail operator if
and only if T* = T .
Theorem 1.6. The map T — > t* on R satisfies the following
properties*
(1) T+* = T ,
(2) (Tx + T2)* = T* + T* ,
(3) (aT) = If T if a is a scalar,
(4) (TjTz)* = T* T* , and
(5) II TT*|| = ||T|| 2 .
Proof. Properties (1) - (3) follow immediately from the
definition. To verify (**) note that (T-^)*^ = T.^ J l  = T^T*^) =
T* T*^ ; then (T^JjW = T* T* ^  , since
R is commutative.
We shall show that (5) holds whenever T is an operator of the 
n
form T = ^  a^  P  ^ , where each P  ^ is a non-zero idempotent in R
i=l
and P^  ^Pj = 0 for i f  j ; then by the corollary to Theorem 1.5* it
will follow that (5) holds for all T in R For an operator T
of the above form and a measure JJ in Tf) ,
n
II TJJ || < ^  !ai l  tlPi^ ll < 3i P i al l l | ^ | |  • 
i=l
16
Hence | T j| < s^p | a^ | . On the other hand, if j a ^ ! = sypja^ j and 
is a measure in Tft such that  ^0 » th®n H T I =
|«j | llpj ^ tl = s^P iail(l?jA*ll * Hence ||T|| = sup [ ajL | . Now if P is
This completes the proof.
Theorem 1.7. There is a compact Hausdorff space X and an
isomorphism-isometry T  > f of R onto C(X), such that T*--> f" .
Proof. This is a direct consequence of Theorem 1.6 and the well
known Gelfand representation theory (cf. [8], pp. 87-88).
We are finally in a position to prove the main theorem of this 
chapter. Let M(X) denote the Banach space of all regular Borel 
measures on X (cf. [53» Chapter X).
an idempotent in R , then P* is an idempotent in R having the same 
range as P . Hence P* = p by the uniqueness of P (cf. Theorem l.iJ-).
Thus,




Theorem 1.8. There is an isometry F  > f of' 177 * onto
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C(X) and an isometry p  — > M x  Into M(X) , such that:
(1) F(^) = ,f d ^ x , and
(2) if T is the operator in R corresponding to F t as in
Theorem 1.2, then
(T/i)x (U) = / uf d/UJ[ 
for every Borel set U of X .
Proof. By Theorem 1.2 there is an isometry F — > T of TIT* onto
R and, by Theorem 1.7, an isometry T — > f of R onto C(X); the
composition F — > f is the required isometry of T71 * onto C(X) . The 
adjoint of this map is an isometry of M(X) onto IT] ** ; 
its inverse, when restricted to Tf , is the map U — > J-ix . By the 
definition of adjoint map we have
F(yu ) = /  fd|Jx
for each p in 17} •
To prove (2), note that the map F — > T satisfies
TU(E) = F(JA ) = ; f djJ.yr .
If is another element of fFI * , corresponding to f^  in C(X) and
T^  in R , then
/ fx d(T/4)x - F1(T/A ) - T-jT^CE) = d p x ,
since the map T — > f is an isomorphism. This equation holds for any
f  ^ in C(X) ; hence
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(T^ i )x( U ) J u f d^(x
for each Borel set U of X . This completes the proof.
X will be called the standard domain of 17) . We shall show that
the map yU — > M x P1*®3®1*7-®3 a^ - the measure theoretic properties that 
we have discussed in this chapter. The only significant difference 
between 7)1 and its image 17? x is in the boolean algebras on which they
are defined. We first need the following theorem.
Theorem 1.9» If h isa bounded Borel function on X , then there 
exists an operator T in R , such that
for each j u  in Tf) and each Borel set U of X .
Proof. The equation defines an element F of
1ft* . Let T be the operator in R corresponding to F . If is
any operator in R and f^ is the continuous function on X 
corresponding to T^ , then
/ fl h ^ X  = F(Ti/^ = TT^CE) = T^TyaCE) = ff.jd(TyU) 
It follows that
for each Borel set U of X and each u in ft}
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Corollary. If h is a bounded Borel function on X # then there 
exists a continuous function f on X , such that f(x) = h(x) except 
on a set N which is of measure zero for each j j  x in |f}x .
Proof. Let T be the operator corresponding to h , as in 
Theorem 1.9» and let f be the continuous function on X corresponding 
to T . Then
for each yu in TFI and each Borel set U of X . It follows that 
N = {x in X t f(x) ? h(x)} has yL<x-measure zero for each j j  in Tf} .
Theorem 1.10. (a) TTix is an L-space of measures on the Borel
algebra of X ,
(b) if JJ is in TT} then \JJyJ = l/^lx *
(c) if j j_  and V  are in Tff then ~\J Is J J-continuous if and
only if is y^-continuous, and
(d) V  is JJ, -singular if and only if is x-sirgular.
Proof. By Theorem 1.9 is invariant under all the operators
T  ^ of the form TX ^(U) = h d>\ for h a Borel function on X . 
7F*X is closed, since JJ. — is an isometry. This implies that 
7T1 x is an L-space (cf. Theorem 1.3).
To prove (b), let U be a Borel set of X and let tt^ be the 
characteristic function of U . Then there exists an operator P 
(which must be idempotent) in R , such that
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(P/f)x(v) / v
for every Borel set V of X . Then |j^ x|(U) = f|(Pyu)xl| = l|Pyi|| =
|Pyu| (E) = p|^u| (E) = (p\ja\ )x(x) = f Hudywlx = !I x(u) *
Hence |yux| = |/X| x .
By Theorem 1.3 V is yW, -continuous if and only if there exists 
a sequence operators in R , such that lim
in norm. This is equivalent, by Theorem 1.8 and the Radon-Nikodym
x-continuous.
By Theorem 1.4 is ym -singular if and only if there exists 
an idempotent P in R , such that Pyu = yU and P V  = 0 . By
Theorems 1.8 and 1.9 this is equivalent to the existence of a Borel set
U of X , such that (X\U) = 0  and |VXI(U) = 0 ; this is
-singular.
In the next three theorems we investigate the topology of X 
and its close relationship to the structure of 7T? •
If T} is an L-subspace of TTI and Tl x is its image in M(X),
then K(T>Y) will denote the smallest closed subset K of X for
which [yUxl (X \ K) = 0 for every yU in TV .
Theorem 1.11. (a) K(T}X) is an open-compact set for each
L-subspace T} of Tn .
(b) If K is any open-compact subset of X and
7} = {yainin :|jJx | (X \K) = 0} , then K = K(ftx).
equivalent to V x being U
theorem, to V  x being U
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(c) k(TY^) = x \ k(T>x)
Proof. Let P be the idempotent in R whose range is 7} . The 
function in C(X) corresponding to P is the characteristic function 
of an open-compact set K , where (PyU >x;v> X(V H K) for each Borel 
set V of X . Thus |^X|(X\K) = 0 if and only if (PyU)x = jA  x » that 
is if and only if j j . is in 7} . Hence K(Tf x) K . K \K(Tlx) is an 
open subset of X ; so if K\K(DX) is non-empty, Urysohn's lemma 
yields a continuous function f which is zero off K \ K( T7 x) but 
not identically zero, f corresponds to a non-zero operator T in R ,
such that | Tynx| (X\ K) = xl = 0  for each
yU in 1?} . Hence Tj x  is in 17 for each ja , in 77) » but then
It t>I =/|f|2 d | ^ x | = /x\K(Tlx) lfld lTAtxl +/kCT>x) lfld lTyMxl = 0  >
since |f|=0 on K( T| ) and |(T^ )| (X \ K( Tf x) )= 0. Then T T* - 0 , 
which contradicts the assumption that f is not zero. Hence 
K\ K( T> x) is empty and K = K( TV x). This establishes part (a).
Part (c) follows immediately, since the idempotent which projects
on is I-P , which corresponds to the characteristic function of
the complement of K(Y} ).
A
If K is any open-compact subset of X , then the characteristic 
function of K is a continuous function which corresponds to an 
idempotent P in R. If TV = P TR then j j , is in ]} if and only
if P^ U = yU , that is, if and only if X |(X\K) = 0. Part (b) follows.
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The carrier of a regular Borel measure A is the smallest closed 
set K for which | A | (X \ K) = 0 . I f  JA is in TFf then clearly 
carrier(^Ux) = K ( " 3 . Hence the following corollary is an 
imxnediate consequence of Theorem 1.11.
Corollary. If j a  and V  are in TT} the carriers of and
~\J ^  are open-compact sets, V is JA -continuous if and only if 
carrier( V  ^)c: carrier^x), and V  is j a -singular if and only if
carrier(Vx) and carrier(^Ax) are disjoint.
Theorem 1.12. (a) A Borel subset K of X is a set of measure
zero for each J A  ^  in if and only if K has no interior.
(b) If V' is in M(X) then A is in if and only if
<\(K) = 0 for each Borel subset K of X with no interior.
Proof. It follows directly from Urysohn's lemma and Theorem l.S 
that if K is a Borel set with interior, then K) / 0 for some
JA in TT} .
Conversely, if K is a Borel set with no interior, then no
compact subset of K has interior. Let be a compact subset of K .
If j A y  is in and f  § » then the measure A > defined
by A (V) = n , is a non-zero measure in ’ff} ^  . By the
corollary to Theorem 1.11 , carrier(A) is an open-compact set. However, 
carrier( A )<= and hence carrier( A ) is empty. Thus J A y jY ^ ) - 0 
for every J A in th • Then since each JA  ^  is a regular Borel 
measure, 0 = 0 for every J A  in TR . This establishes part (a).
To prove part (b), we apply Theorem 1.4- to the L_space M(X) .
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Since 1f}}Y is an L_subspace of M(X), there is an idempotent operator
A
Q on M(X) which leaves al1 L-subspaces of M(X) invariant, and such 
that Q M(X) = TT} x and (I-Q) M(X) = Tf}"^ . The set of all measures
in M(X) that are zero on Borel sets with no interior is an
L_subspace of M(X)j hence it is invariant sunder Q and I-Q . Thus
if A is a measure in M(X) which is zero on all Borel sets without 
interior, then (I-Q)a has the same property and is  ^-singular for 
each j x  in li) . Let K be the carrier of (I-Q)X • If X has
Q ry-|-
non-empty interior K , then there is a non-zero measure JX, in In » 
such that carrier(y>(x)c K° . Since (I-Q)A is JJ, ^  -singular, 
there exist Borel sets U and V , such that U U V = X ,
|(I-Q)M(U) = 0 , and |(V) = 0 . Then U n K has no interior ,
and U 0 c a r r i e r c U fi K . Hence = 0 W  part (a). Then
-  0 , since U U V = X . The resulting contradiction shows that K
has no interior and |(I-Q)a |(K) = 0 . Thus (I-Q)A - 0 and A is
in TTi x • This establishes part (b).
Theorem 1.13■ X is extremely disconnected! that is, the 
closure of every open set is open.
Proof. If U is an open subset of X , then by the corollary 
to Theorem 1.11 there exists a continuous function f  on X , such 
that f = tt^ except on a set N of JJ, ^ -measure zero for every 
in TT) . Let K = (x in X : f(x) =1} , and V = (x in X : jf(x)| > 0)
U K and V\U are both open sets contained in M , but 3 has no
interior, so U \K and V\U are empty. Thus Q K <- V U ;
but since K is a closed set, K = V = U . Hence U is open.
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The preceding results were developed independently as tools for the 
study of convolution measure algebras. However, similar results have 
been published by several authors in connection with Kakutani* s 
abstract L-spaces (cf. [6]). Perhaps the most complete results of this
nature are due to Cunningham (cf. [1]). Also see L3U in this connection.
To complete Chapter I, we prove some homomorphism theorems for 
L-spaces which are essential in obtaining the results in Chapter II.
Let and "iTj^ be L-spaces and X^  and X^ be the standard
domains of IH ^  and 17} £ respectively. The boolean algebras on
which ( 7 } and 170 are defined are not important for our purposes?_L ’ <C
by Theorem 1.10 we may as well assume that and are
L-spaces over the Borel algebras of X^  and X^  respectively. That
is, we may identify ]7} ^  with (s}^ ) and !j} 2 with (T^ 2^X *
1 2
Definition 1.4. If 6 is a bounded linear map from 17}^ to 
Iff 2  , then 0 will be called an L_homomorphism if the following three 
conditions are satisfied*
(1) If JJ, is in 17} 1 , then eylx2)= jjl (x1);
(2) if yy is a non-negative measure in ^ , then UJA is 
non-negative* ana
(3) if is a non-n gative measure in 71^ and V  is a
measure in 2  » such that 0 < "3 < 9J-K , then there exists a 
non-negative measure u* <  ^A , in ':]} , such that Qt-J = ' J  .
We are particularly interested in the adjoint map 0 of a bounded 
linear map 6 . In this case, 9* is a bounded linear map from ^Xg) to 
C(X^) and is defined by the equation
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/e*r df K  = f t  de j a  .
Theorem 1.1^. If 9 is a bounded linear map from 77? ^  to 77? 2 j 
then the following statements are equivalent:
(a) 9 is an L-homomorphismj
(b) there exists a continuous map <y from X to X ^  > such
that 0yu(V) o<r1(V)) for each Borel set V of X^  and each
fA in T7| -j_ •
(c) 0* is a homomorphism of the algebra C(X^) into the algebra
C(X^), such that 0* f = 0*f for each f in C (X ^ ) and 0*1 = 1.
Proof. To prove that (a) implies (b), we first show that if 9
is an L-homomorphism, yu is a non-negative measure in TTl > and is
JA -continuous, then 0u? is e,M -continuous. For such a and \ J
and each e > 0 , there exists a simple step function 
n
f = ^  a^ TTy , such that if V £(V) ~ &JA > then j < e .
i=l 1




QJA ^  < 0 for each i . Hence i_ is 0yW-continuous for each i . 
It follows that 0 V £ is QJA -continuous. Since this holds for each
e > 0 , we conclude that 0 ~0 is Oyu-continuous.
If 77 is any L-subspace of IT? 2 , we define Tf ’ = { jx in
is in 77 } • If is in ',7' and \ )  is -continuous, then ;v i is
■\Je = ^  aiyMi " condition (2) for an L-homomorphism,
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\JJ. | -continuous and, by the above paragraph, 6 I VI is 9 |yu ( -continuous. 
Hence 9 |v| is in TV and ~\J is in 71 ' . If JA  ^  and yu, ^  are an
T) then 1^ -jJ +|JA2 \ is in ft ' and /"* 1 + /^2 is
-continuous; hence JA ^  + yx2 is in D  1 . f}' is clearly
a closed subset of TFI^  . It follows that Yl* is an L-subspace of 7??^  .
If yxXY}* then \J A \ -L Yl and, by Theorem l.'b , there 
exist non-negative measures V-^ and "V2 * such that V !  < 0  lyu | ,
V 2 5 ©1/a| , e|yw| = V-l + V 2 , V  is in Tl , and V 2 is an
. By condition (3) for an L-homomorphism, there exists a
non-negative measure CJ < lyul , such that B to = But CJ 111'
since JA, X  Yl* , and W  is in TV since (J|w| - U u) is in T? .
Hence u> -  0 and - 0 . Thus if ^ 1 T } '  then Oyu X Yl . It
follows that (YfJ-)’ = ( 7} * .
If is in YH-l * T| is an L-subspace of 7?f 2 > and  ^ and
P* are the idempotents of Theorem 1.^4- which project on Y| and 77 
respectively, then P'yU (X^ ) = 9 P^XX^), by condition (1) for an
L-homomorphism. However, 9 P*JA is in 7} and 0(I-P')yU is in
by the above paragraph. Then P 9yU= 9 P'yU since 
9yUL - 9 p’yi + e(i-p . Hence P 9yt (x2) = VyU(X^). Now ^
corresponds to an open-compact subset V of X^  and P* to an 
open-compact subset V' of X^ , such that V*) and
P = eyx(V) for each j a  in 7 f | . The correspondence
V— > V* is a map from all open-compact subsets of X^  to 
open-compact subsets of X^  , which satisfies X \ V1 = (x2\ X  * >
(V^ H V^ )* = V-^ Pi , and oyu(v) = /X(v') for each ^  :n ^  .
X2 is extremely disconnected by Theorem 1.13 I hence the
2?
topology in X2 has a basis of open-compact sets. If in D is
a basis of open-compact sets at the point x in X^ , let
oc^(x) = 0 . It is easily seen from the properties of the map
p m  D I
V — > V , that each y in X^ is in c£^(x) for exactly one x in
Xg ; we denote this unique x by o< (y ?. Clearly
c£ (x) = {y in X^ : Ot ( y ) = x} for each point x in X^  . OC is
1 i
a map from X^  to , such that oc (V)  = V for each open-compact
subset V of X^  . It follows that CZ is continuous and 
0yJt(V) = JX ( OL-\ V )) for each j x  in Yft-^ and each open-compact 
subset V of X^  . Then the same equality holds for each Borel set 
of X^  . Thus (a) implies (b).
To prove that (b) implies (c) note that if CZ satisfies 
statement (b) of the theorem, then
for each J x  in "TR ^  and each f, in C(X2). Hence 6*f( y  ) = f'(oC( y  )) 
for each y in X  ^. It follows that 0* is an algebraic 
homomorphism, 0*f = 9*f , and 0*1 = 1,
To complete the argument, we show that (c) implies (a). If 
9*1=1 then clearly 0yU(^2) =yU(X^) for each in Kj^ , If 0* 
is a homomorphism and 9*f = 0*f for each f in C(X ), then for each 
non-negative JX in and each f in C(X^)
/|f|2d QJX = J \ Q * f \ 2d j j  > 0 .
Hence Q J X  is non-negative whenever JA. i s  non-negative. I f  J X  i s  a 
non-negative measure in and 0 < ~\J < , then there is a Borel
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function h on X^ , such that 0 < h < 1 and
J g d V  = J g h d Q y
for each g in C(X^), By the corollary to Theorem 1.9 there is a
continuous function f on » such that f = h except on a set of 
A -measure zero for each X in Tf} ^ Then 0 < f < 1 , and
J*g dV = y*g f d eyx
for each g in C(X^). Let
w (v) =/ye+f dy .
Then 0 < OJ <  y , since 0 < 6*f < 1 . Also
f g d eoj = J(e*g)(e*f)d>M = j"9*(gf)d^LA = fgrdoy^Jg dV
for each g in C(Xg) J hence O w  = V. Thus conditions (1), (2),
and (3) of Definition 1.4 are met and 9 is an I.-homomorphism. This 
completes the proof.
Remark. If X and Y are compact Hausdorff spaces and DC is
a continuous function from X into Y , then the equation 
ejU(V) oC^ "(V)), for y in M(X) and V a Borel set of Y ,
defines a homomorphism 0 of M(X) into M(Y). The adjoint map 0* ,
restricted to the bounded Borel functions on Y , has the form
9 f(x) = f(34(x)) and is clearly a homomorphism which preserves 
conjugation and takes 1 onto 1. A glance at the last part of the
proof of Theorem 1.14 shows that this is enough to ensure that 0 is an
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L-homomorphism.
Condition (3) in the definition of an L-homomorphism may be replaced 
by a formally weaker condition, namely:
(3*) There exists a set of non-negative measures in ft]^  , such 
that every non-negative measure in fj)^ is the norm limit of linear 
combinations, with positive coeficients, of elements of 3^ and if yM
is any element of and 0 < V 1 < QyU , then there exists a sequence 
^/*i^i=l measures ^  > such that 0 < JJ  ^  — j* - ^or each i 
and lim = V  .
Theorem 1.15* If 0 is a bounded linear map from 7ftto 7ft 2
t
which satisfies (1) and (2) of Definition 1.4 and (3 ) as stated 
above, then 0 is an L-homomorphism.
f
Proof. We must show that if 0 satisfies (1), (2), and (3 ) 
then 0 satisfies (3)* Let -3” be the subset of TR1 given by 
condition (3 ). If JJ, is any non-negative measure in 7ft ^ > then by 
condition ( 3  ), there exists a sequence where
n.
1
4 i = 2 . a > a i j - °  a,ld 13 in ^
J=1
for each i and j , and limju^ = J j. .
If 0 <  i?  < QJA , then since lim ~ there exists
sequence > such that 0 < f°r each i and
lim V . = V . Furthermore, each V ■ may be written in the form
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n,i
v i = 2
i=l
where 0 < - \J , . < 0U- • for each i and j . These statements follow~ i-3 - s' ij
from the fact that the non-negative measures in M(X ) form a lattice
under the order < .
t
By condition (3 ) , there exists for each i and j a
CJQ
sequence me:isures in Tf|^  , such that 0 < < M l j
and lim e co1Jk = ViJ .
n.i
Let ^ i k = • Then
< U . and lim d c u ., = ~\J. . Since lim V. “ V , there ik — /^i v ik i i i0 < OJ .\ -  k
CD
exists a subsequence > such that lim = V .
We now apply some results of Porcelli concerning weak convergence 
in spaces of measures. Since the sequence converges in norm,
it also converges weakly. By Theorem 4.3 of [103 » this implies 
that the sequence uniformly -continuous, where
oo
f  = 2> i ( l  + 1 M i  •
i=l
That is, for each e > 0 there exists a $ > 0 , such that if V is 
a Borel set of X^ and ^(V) < § , then J U ^ (V )  <  e for each i .
Since 0 < — M l ^°r eac^  ^ secluence ,^ i=l
is also uniformly -continuous. Then since is a bounded,
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countably additive measure,
lim J  i,n jL , CO ., (V. ) = 03
j>n
for each sequence of pairwise disjoint Borel sets of X_ .
J J
By Theorem 3.2 of [10] , this implies that the sequence ^i=l
 ^ i
has a weakly convergent subsequence {OJ } , . Let co be thep p j-
weak limit of this subsequence. Then 0 < cu < j j , and Q co  -  V  
Thus 9 satisfies condition (3 ). This completes the proof.
Theorem 1.16. If 0 is an L-homomorphism from Tf}-^ to 71} ^ 
and 0 is one to one, then 9 is an isometry.
Proof. We apply Theorem 1.14. If 0 is one to one, then 9* is
onto which implies that oC is one to one. Hence oC is a 
homeomorphism. Since 0 is defined by the equation 0^ l(V) =^U(oC^(V)), 
0 is clearly an isometry.
CHAPTER II
In this chapter we define the concept of convolution measure 
algebra and develop a representation of the maximal ideal ideal 
space of such an algebra.
Throughout the chapter 7ft will denote an L-space and X will 
denote the standard domain of 7ft . Unless otherwise specified, we 
shall identify 7ft with 71}^  and drop the subscript.
Definition 2.1. A convolution measure algebra is an L-space 7ft 
together with a multiplication • on 7ft » such that (Tft »•) forms a 
commutative Banach algebra and the following conditions are satisfied:
(1) JU*V(X) = yx(X)V(X) for each yU and V  in 7ft ;
(2) if yu and V  are non-negative measures in 77} , then 
is non-negative; and
(3) if > V  > and t o  are non-negative measures in 7ft and
tu  <  p , • V, then for each e > 0 there exists sets and
°f non-negative measures in 777 , and a set
{a. of numbers in the interval [0,1] , such that
1J 1 > J
n m n^iriJyj < V  > and || ^  aij / W j  - bj < e  •
i=l j=l i,j=l
Let S be any locally compact abelian topological semigroup
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(in particular S may be a group). M(S) denotes the L-space of all 
bounded regular Borel measures on 3 . Convolution in S is a
multiplication . defined by the equation
/ fU) dC^.VHs) = / / «  st)d^t(s) d \J (t)
for each bounded Borel function f on S and each and in
M(S). It is well known that M(5) is a commutative Banach algebra 
under this multiplication (Cf. [14]).
Theorem 2„1. If S is a locally compact abelian topological 
semigroup, then M(S) is a convolution measure algebra.
Proof. Conditions (1) and (2) in the definition of convolution 
measure algebra obviously hold for convolution in M(S).
To show that (3) holds, let JL{ , AJ , and U-> be non-negative 
measures in M(3), such that uJ < • By the Radon-Nikodym
Theorem, there exists a Borel function f on 3 , such that 0 < f < 1
and L O (V )  = j y  f dJX°~U for each Borel set V of X . Let h be the
function on SXS defined by h(s,t).= f(st) . Cince multiplication
in S is continuous, h is a Borel function. Clearly 0 < h < 1 . It
follows that for each e > 0 there exists k on SxS of the form
n, m
k = /  a. . rrTT-i—  1J U X V ,
i,j=l °
where 0 < a. . < 1 for each i and j , {U.}n , and {V.}m . are- ij - x i=l y  j=l
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pairwise disjoint collections of Borel sets of S , tt„  ^  ^  is
i J
the characteristic function of the set U^X , and 
J  | h-k|d j a  X V  < e .
Let JU,(V) = jU(V n U. ) and V.(v) = V ( v n  V.)
/ 1- / 1  J J
for each Borel set V of S and each i and j . Then { ja




i < /J and < V  •
i-1 j=l
If g is any continuous function on S and 
n, m
P = I  •
j=l
then by Fubini's Theorem and the definition of convolution,
n,m
\fg d(p-Uj)\ - | Iff  ai  ^g(st)d^/(s)dlA(t)- st)h( s1t)dyn(s)dV('t)
i» j=l
= | J g(k-h) d ^A x V  | 5 J [ g | I k-h| dJA X \ ) < | g | e . It follows that 
|| p _ oj|| < e . This completes the proof.
Definition 2.2. If 77? is an L-space, let 7ft ® TJ1 denote 
the set of all regular Borel measures j>  on X xx , such that yO 
is JA X ~\J -continuous for some yu and ~\J in TH •
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Theorem 2.2. TT} o TJ? is an L-space and every non-negative measure 
in TF? 0 T?? is the norm limit of linear combinations, with non-negative 
coeficients, of measures of the form j a x V where JA. and 
are non-negative measures in 7TF .
Proof. Obviously if p  is in TH ®17J and is ^-continuous
then O  is in TFlflTft . If and p ^  are in TF? 8 IF} then there
exist measures p  ~^1 ’ anc* an ^  ’ suc^ that as
p - p  V^-continuous and p  ^ is } V^-continuous; hence p +/£>2 
is (j^J +I/<2I >* (IV-J + IV2| )-G ontinuous and p  ^ f * 2. is in 
TH » 7T> . If is a sequence in tit»TO which convergesy 1 1“1
to a measure /> in norm, then p ^  is continuous for some
and ~\J^ in TFl , for each i . Let
00 00
3  = a n d V =  2 2_ilHi :
i=l i=l
then each p  ^ is JA xV-continuous; and hence p  is
JA x \ J -continuous. Thus p  is in TF1 flD77F . This completes the
proof that (TF ®7T? is an L-space.
If p > is a non-negative measure in TU ® Tfj and p  is
p  x v 1 -continuous, where p  and V  are in 7R , then p  is
| p  jX I Vt -continuous. Hence there exist for each e > 0 Borel sets
{U.}n _ and {V.}n t and non-negative numbers {a.}n , , such that if 1 1=1 331=1 b  ^ iJi=l *
A (v) = l ^ K  V 0 U^ ) and lA^(V) = |V|(V n V^ ) for each Borel set V
of X , then 
n
112 ai ^ i x -  p  I  < E •
i=l
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This proves the second part of the theorem.
Theorem 2.3. If (7F} •) is a convolution measure algebra, then 
" »
there exists an L-homomorphism 0 from ft! ® ft] to 7ft , such that
9( JJ. x \J  ) = • v1 for each p  and V  in 1ft .
Proof. Fix j a  and V  in IB j we define 0 first on
oC( xV). Let v  ) ^  be a pairwise disjoint collection of
Borel rectangles in X* I . Set yl<^ (V) = yLA (V 0 U^ ) and i/(V) = V(Vn 
for each Borel set V of X ; then x _L yU . x lA if i  ^j •
n
If y? is a measure in yU xV ) of the form a^  yihkV^ , we define
i=l
n n
0 / J a i  ><1* V i  * ^ e n  H 6 /> ll <  ^  I a i  1 ^  Ui  I' -  2 |ai l  ll> l J I l|Vj| =
i - 1  i = l  i = l
n
2  K l  ll/L* v ±|| = ||/1| •
i=l
If \U. .X V.,}, 1 j- in a refinement of the subdivision lU.X V.). ,
!J a* i,j,k=l i i'i=l
mi *’ pi
U U. . = U. and U V = V. for each i , and U. . D U. ~ & and
j=l 1 k=l ik a ij ij
— ri 1 ®Vfk f1 “ * por j r j and k f k , then p  is also represented
as
2 ai / i j x v ik
ijk
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where ^.,(V) = jbl(vn U ) and V ik(V) = V(Vfl Vik).
-J 7
However,
/ ^ i = 2  A d j  and v i = Z v ik ’ 30 that
j=i k-i
= and v * = 2 aii<ij- v ik
j»k ijk
Since any two subdivisions of X xX by Borel rectangles have a 
common refinement of the above form, the definition of 0p  is 
independent of the subdivision chosen. We shall call a measure p  of
the form described above a simple p  x V  -continuous measure. We 
have defined 0 on the set of all simple p  y V-continuous measures 
and shown that ||0^ || < H/^H for each such measure p
If p  and u j are simple yU xV -continuous measures and a 
and b are scalars, we may assume (by taking refinements) that
n n
Then1 ' x 1
i=l i-1
11 ii
P " 2 ai ^ i X V i and co = 2 bi ^ i * V i *
n
a p  + bto = (aa^ + bb^ ) p  ^  x , HenceP
i=l
n
9(ap  + buj) = + = a 0P  + b 0 w  .
i=l
Hence 9 is a bounded linear map defined on the simple 
p ( X l J  -continuous measures.
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The simple JA xV-continuous measures form a dense subspace of 
^(yMxV); hence 0 may be extended to all of j a  x v  ). Clearly
0(^^xV^) ~ ^or ea°h JA -continuous measure p  ^  and
V  -continuous measure V  ^  in ^ • In fact 9 is uniquely 
determined by this condition.
I f  ja * M z  * ^  1 * and ^ 2  a re  measures anc* 9]_ anc*
02 a re  d e fin e d  on 'SC.CyL^x V ^ )  and ^ ( y L / ^ x V g )  r e s p e c t iv e ly ,  by
the above construction, then the uniqueness of the definition implies
that 0^  and 0^  agree on V-^ ) (T c^_ (yU ^  z . It follows
that 0 may be defined on all of ff} 0 TF? , such that
Q ( J A / lJ  ) = JU • V  for each J A and ~A in ‘ \
To prove that 0 is an L-homomorphism note that (1) in 
Definition 2.1 implies that 0(^xV)(X)= j A . \ A ( X ) = >/X(X)V(X) - 
(yUXV^XXX) for each J A and V  in If) , and hence 
G/°(X) = J  (X>' X) for every yo in TTr ®T77 • Thus 0 satisfies
(1) of Definition 1.4. Similarly, (2) of Definition 2.1 and 
Theorem 2.2 imply that 0 satisfies (2) of Definition 1.4. Also, if
we set f = {ywxV \ JA and V  are non-negative measures in 7c} } ,
then (3) of Definition 2..1 and Theorem 2.2 imply that iK and 0 
satisfy condition (3 ’) as used in Theorem I.I5 . Hence, by that theorem, 
0 is an L-homomorphism.
Theorem 2.4. If Y is the standard domain of Tfl , then
there is an isomorphism-isometry -? of C(X'- X) into C(Y) , such 
that ^ f = ^ f for each f in C ( X X X ) , - 4 1 = 1 ,  and
/  f d/» = f dP y . for each f in C(X- X) and p  in .1? ®7rl
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Proof. Each f in C(XxX) determines an operator T on
Tfl 8 7ft by the equation T/9(V) = J ^f . T clearly commutes
with all the operators on TFI ®T?7 determined by simple step functions
on the Borel algebra of X x X . Each set of the form Ux V in X r- X ,
where U and V are open-compact sets, carries a measure of the form 
J X in 1ft ®Tft . The sets of this form comprise a neighborhood
basis in X X X .  It follows that Tf? ® fft is a weak- * dense subspace 
of M(Xx X). Hence ||T|| = sup{ ||T^ >|| : p  is in Tf} ISTJ? and I I = l)
= sup{ /  in d \ f > \ :/> is in Tft ®Tft and ||^ | = l}
= sup{ J  |f | d |^  | : is in M(X x X) and \\ f  | - 1} - I f I
The theorem now follows immediately from Theorems 1 .7  and 1.8.
Definition 2.3. If ( 17} , *) is a convolution measure algebra, we 
denote by A the collection of all functions f in C(X), such that
/ f d / X - V  = f r d j i  /  fd V for each JJ and V  in Tfl
Since Tft = C(X) , the maximal ideal space of (Tft ,•) is by
definition A with the weak-* topology of "07 (cf. L8}, P. 6 9 ).
Theorem 2.5. If f is in C(X) , then f is in Ai if and only 
if 0 f is in ,'fC(X*X) and dL f(x,y) = f(x)f(y) for each x
and y in X , where 9 and ^  are as defined in Theorems 2.3
and 2 .U .
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Proof. Let h denote the continuous function on X x x defined
by h(x,y) = f(x)f(y) for each x and y in X . By Theorem 2.4
^ h = 9 f if and only if
Jh dp = f'r h d/>Y = Jfd8f>
for each p  in ® 7T? . This equation holds for each p  in
’!f? ® If? if arid only if it holds for each JJ,*~0 with j a  and "J 
in IT? . Then ^ h = 0 f if and only if
f  f dyu*V = ff d Q (/JXV) = f h d j A * ^  = J f  dJX J f d V
*for each and V  in Tr} Hence ^ h = 9 f if and only if f is
In A .
Corollary. (a) 1 is in A ,
(b) if f is in A  then f is in A , and
(c) if f and h are in A  then fh is in A  .
Proof. By Theorem 2.3* 9 is an L-homomorphism and hence, by
* *— * *
Theorem 1.14, 9 is a homomorphism, 0 f = 0 f , and 0 1 =  1 . By
Theorem 2.4, is an isometry having these same properties. The
corollary now follows immediately from the characterization of A
in Theorem 2.5.
Definition 2.4. If G is a topological semigroup, a 
semicharacter on S is a bounded continuous function f on 3 , such 
that f(st) = f(s)f(t) for each s and t in 3 . The collection
. 'N.
of all semicharacters on 3 is denoted by S
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Theorem 2.6. If (',7? •) is a convolution measure algebra, then 
there exists a compact, abelian topological semigroup 3 and a 
continuous map c  from X onto 3 , such that
(a) 3 separates points in S and
(b) the correspondence h --> n o  is a one to one map of S
onto A  .
Proof. Let .A. be the closed linear span of A  in C(X). By
the corollary to Theorem 2.5,A\. is a subalgebra of C(X) which is
closed under conjugation and contains the constant functions. For each 
x in X we set cr (x) = {y in X : f(x) = f(y) for each f in A v  },
3 is the collection of all such equivalence classes er (x) . A subset
U of 3 is said to be open if is open in X . It is well
known that with this topology on 3 the map or is continuous, 3 is 
a compact Hausdorff space, and the map h — > h cr is an
isomorphism-isometry of C(S) onto A V  (Cf. [7], p. 69, and [16]).
By Theorem 2.5 9 A  c: T  C(X x X), and since AV. is the closed
linear hull of A l , we conclude that 0_A. <= ifC(XxX). Also, if
f is in Ax , then by Theorem 2.5, ^ ”^0 f(x,y) = f(x)f(y), so that
—  1 *^ B f is constant on sets cf the form o'(x) * CT(y) in X*X 5 hence
this last statement also holds for each f in AV . Thus each f in 
AV defines a function ( f)( cT x cr )-^ in C ( 3 3) through the
equation ( f)( cT K cr )” "^( £ ' (x), <T(y)) = '-<? f(x,y) for each
x and y in X. If h is in C(3) and f - h O' , we set
¥  h = (^"^0 f)( o 'k  t r  )■■*■ . This defines a map Y '  from C(S) to
C(SXS). On the basis of-Theorems 2.4 and 2.3 we conclude that ¥  is
hz
a homomorphism, t f h = t f h , and t f  1 = 1. Note that, by Theorem 2.5, if 
h is in C(S) then h O’ is in A  if and only if /^(s.t) = h(s)h(t). 
Since the closed linear span of A  is A. , this condition 
completely determines t f  •
Each point (s,t) of SX S determines a non-zero homomorphism
,s of C(SXS) into the complex numbers by the equation k s,t;
% , . v (f) = f(s,t). Since t f  is a homomorphism and t f 1 = 1 , the(s, t)
equation S (h) = S/ +')(y’h) determines a non-zero homomorphism $ 
of C(S) into the complex numbers. It is well known that each such 
homomorphism arises from a point st of S through the formula 
§ (h) = h(st) (Cf. [8], p. 5^ )- That is, there is a map
(s,t) --> st of SXS into S , such that y'hCs,^ = h(st) for each
h in C(S) and each s and t in S . The sets of the form 
U(h,e) = {s in S :|h(s)| < e} for h in C(5) form a sub-basis for
the topology of S . The inverse image of such a set U(h,e) under the
map (s,t) -> st is precisely {(s,t) in SXS : (y'hCsjt)! < e} ,
which is open in SXS ; hence (s,t) — > st is continuous. By 
the previous paragraph, if h is in 0(3) then h <T is in A  
if and only if ^h(s,t) = h(s)h(t) , that is, if and only if 
h(st) = h(s)h(t) . This condition uniquely determines the
map (s,t) -> st . Thus if her is in A  , s,t, and u are in
S , then h((st)u) = h(st) h(u) - h(s)h(t)h(u) = h(s(tu))j hence 
(st)u = s(tu) . By a similar argument, st = ts for each s and 
t in S Thus S forms a compact, abelian topological
semigroup under the multiplication (s,t) --> st.
The above paragraph also shows that h is in 5 if and only if 
h <T is in A  . The closed linear space of A  is A t  . Hence the
3^closed linear span of S is C(S). Thus S separates points in S . 
this completes the proof.
We shall call S the structure semigroup of (TF> , •). According 
to the preceding theorem, we may consider S to be the maximal ideal
for each h in 3 . The Gelfand topology on 3 is the weak topology
locally compact in this topology and is compact if and only if Tft
one to one then (Tft**) is said to be semisimple. For a discussion of 
the Gelfand theory see Chapter IV of [8].
Definition 2„5* A C-homomorphism of a convolution measure algebra 
(Tft,*) is a bounded homomorphism of (Tft,*) which is also an 
L-homomorphism of Tft .
Theorem 2.7. If (Tft,*) is a convolution measure algebra, 3
is the structure semigroup of (Tft ,*), X is the standard domain of
Tft , and CT is the natural map from X to S , then there is a
C-homomorphism yu—> / < 5  0:f (Tft,*) into M(3), such that
space of (Tft , •) • The Gelfand transform p . of an element yu of Tft 
is a function on 's defined by the equation
generated by the functions U for yu in Tft . S is always
A
has an identity. The map j j . — > yu is a norm decreasing 
homomorphism of (Tft,*) into C^ CS") » where CqC^) denotes the
A
continuous functions on S which vanish at infinity. If U — > u  is
(a) for each h in C(S) and
each yu, in Tf} ,
(b) the image 71) s of 77) under the map ^ is weak“*
dense in M(S) , and
(c) yu — >yUg is an isometry if and only if TF) is semisimple.
Proof. If JU is in FI) , let yUs(V) = yu ( cr-1(V)) for each 
Borel set V of S . The remark following Theorem 1.11 shows that the 
map yu — >M s  as an ^-homomorphism of 77) into M(s) . Clearly
J*3h(s)dyu3(s) = f y h ( ( f  ( x ) ) d J A ( x ) .
To show that yu — is an algebraic homomorphism, note that if h 
is in "S and yu and V  are in 77) then
Jh d ( y i * V  )g = Jhd dyu*V = J h<T dyu J  hcfd-v =
Jh dyUs Jh d V s = f f h( s)h( t )dyus ( s)d V 3( t ) = 
J J  h(st)dyus( s ) d V 3( t )  = J hd}*s'Vs
It follows that for each h in C(S)
Jh d(y^>t/)s - Jh dyj2*1/3
since the linear span of "S' is dense in C(S). Hence 
(M -U)5 = ><S-VS for each yu and ~\J in 77) .
Since 77) separates points in C(X) , 77} 3 separates points in 
C(S) ; hence 77} s is weak-* dense in M(S) .
The map jut, — > jm ^ is one to one if and only if the image j \ .  of
k5
C (S ) under the map h — >h o ' separates points in 17} . This happens 
if and only if the image of "S' separates points in 17} , that is,
if and only if the Gelfand transform j x  — > J x is one to one, i.e.,if and 
only if 771 is semisimple. By Theorem 1.16, J X — -^s one one ^  
and only if it is an isometry. This completes the proof.
To complete this chapter, we prove a theorem which characterizes 
C-homomorphisms. (l?}^ ,*) and will denote semisimple
convolution measure algebras with structure semigroups 3^ and 
respectively.
Theorem 2.8. If 6 is a bounded linear map from 771 to 771 2 »
then the following statements are equivalent*
(a) 9 is a C-homomorphism.
(b) 9* restricted to 'S^ is a homomorphism of 2^ into "S^  ,
such that 9*h = 9*h and 0*1 = 1 .
(c) There is a continuous homomorphism (X. from S into 3^  , 
such that (eyL()s (V) = (oC1(V)) for each j x  in TFl -j_ and
each Borel set V of S .
-Proof. That (a) implies (b) follows from Theorem 1.1^ and the 
fact that if 0 is a homomorphism, then 9 carries complex 
homomorphisms of (7F) 2  * * ^ complex homomorphisms of (lft-^ ,0 .
Let X and be the standard domains of 17} ^  and 17} 2
respectively, and and C5~£ the natural maps of X^  onto 3^
and X^ onto . Since (TUg,•) is semisimple, the linear span
k6
of S„ is weak-* dense in YR,, . It follows that if 9 satisfies
2
(b), then 9* is a homomorphism of into C(X^) , 0 f = 9*f ,
and 0 1 = 1 .  Hence by Theorem 1.1^ , there exists a continuous
function ot* from into , such that O^j(V) = JJ( ( o C ”^ ( V))
for each in ^ and each Borel set V of X,, . Since 9* carries
S’, into 'S', , it follows that ot* carries equivalence classes on
L J
which is constant into equivalence classes on which 0"^  is
constant. That is, there exists a continuous map oC from 5^ to ,
such that oc* ( s)) cz CT"1(o(.(s)) for each s in . c< satisfies
9*h(s) = h(o*(s)) for each h in ^  and s in 5^  . Hence
h(c<(st)) = 9*h(st) = 0*h(s) 0*h(t) = h(ot (s))h(ot (t)) for each h in
and s and t in . Thus <X (st) = <X (s)cX(t) for each s
and t in . Clearly (eyW)3 (V) = yU s ( oC^(V)) for each
2 1
in TT) ^  and each Borel set V of S,, . Hence (b) implies (c)
That (c) in^lies (a) follows immediately from the remark following 
Theorem 1.14-.
CHAPTER III
The results of Chapter II open up the possibility of using 
semigroup theory to investigate the structure of convolution measure 
algebras. In this chapter we study some of the structural relation­
ships between convolution measure algebras and their structure 
semigroups. However, this is only a beginning; a great deal more 
information is needed on the subject.
(Tfi , •) will denote a fixed semisimple convolution measure algebra. 
Theorem 2.7 allows us to identify TF? with TF] n and drop the use ofO
the subscript. Thus in this chapter TF? will be considered a
subalgebra of M(S) . R will denote the algebra of bounded linear
operators on 7TF which commute with the operators determined by simple 
step functions, as in Theorem 1.2.
Theorem 3.1. An operator T in R is an algebraic homomorphism
of TFf if and only if T corresponds to a function f in 3 , such that
T^i(V) = f Yf d )X  
for each JJ, in TFF and each Borel set V of S .
Proof. Let f be an element of 5 , j j . and elements of
TT1 , and T the operator in R defined by TyU(V) = fdyU . Then
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T(yU-V)(V) = J y fd/(-V = J  J n v(st)f(st)dyU(s)dV,(t)
= / /v st)f(s)f(t) d^ s)d^(t) = //vst)dTA(s)dTV(t)
= (TyU )*(Tt7 )(V). Hence T is an algebraic homomorphism.
Conversely, if T is an algebraic homomorphism in R , then T 
corresponds to an element F of 7D , by Theorem 1.2, such that 
F(f* .V ) = T ^ . V  )(S) = (TyU-TV)(S) = T/I CS)T-l/(S) = F(/f)F(V ) for 
each yM and V  in ]J) . Hence F is a complex homomorphism of
77} and by Theorems 2.6 and 2.7 , F corresponds to an element f
of 'S , such that
Tyu(v) = / vf dyu .
This completes the proof.
Theorem 3*2. If h is a bounded Borel function on S and 
h(st) = h(s)h(t) for each s and t in S , then there exists an
element f of S' , such that f = h except on a set N which has
yM -measure zero for each JA in 777
Proof. We define T/^(V) = L hdr  for each jj, in 177 Then
T is an operator in R and the argument used in the preceding
theorem shows that T is a homomorphx.-u. Hence there exists f in S , 
such that
T/Uv) = / /  d/t = / vh dyj 
for each u in 17} and each Borel set V of S . It follows that
i+9
N = (s in Sif(s) / h(s)} is a set o f  JA -measure zero for each jm in
7!F .
Definition 3.Or (a) An ideal of TF} which is also an L-subspace 
of 171 will be called an L-ideal. A subalgebra of )71 which is also 
an L-subspace of TR will be called an L-subalgebra.
(b) An L-ideal £? of TR will be called prime if is a
n_L
subalgebra. An L_subalgebra 7} of 77! will be called prime if Ir is 
an ideal.
(c) An ideal J of S will be called prime if S\J is a
I
sub-semigroup of 5 . A sub-semigroup S of S will be called prime
«
if S \ S is an ideal of S .
The following theorem characterizes the prime L-subalgebras of 
TF! in terms of the open-compact prime sub-semigroups of 3 and in 
terms of the idenrpo tents in I T  .
Theorem 3*3* If TF is an L-subspace of 75} , then the following
statements are equivalent:
(a) K  is a prime L-subalgebra of 71} .
(b) The idempotent P in R , which projects on 77 , is a
homomorphism.
(c) There is an idempotent n in S , such that
*7} = {ju in 7?} t | (S)}.
(d) There is an open-compact prime sub-semigroup 3* of S , such
that T! = {yu in 7fl : [JA | (S \s') = 0}.
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Proof. Let TJ be a prime L-subalgebra of 17? and P the 
idempotent in R which projects on T) Then • V  =
(PyU)-(Pv') + (PyU ) •( (I-P) v* ) + (Pi;)-C(l-P)yW ) + ((I-P)/0-((I-P)V)
for each JA and V  in TP . Since T} is a subalgebra and TT^ 
is an ideal, (P^)*(PV) is in 71 while (P/4) * (£-P) ) + 
(PV)*((I-P)/0 + ((I-P)// )'((I-P)V ) is in T?-1-. Hence 
?(J4-V ) -  (Pyu)*(F \V) and P is a homomorphism. Thus (a) implies (b). 
If P is a homomorphism, then by Theorem 3.1, P corresponds to
a function tt in *S , such that FJA (V) = J^ tt d^ l for each in
T?} . Since P is an idempotent of R , tt is an idempotent of TT .
If yU is in TFf t then j j , is in T} if and only if VJJ[ = yU , that
is if and only if yu is carried on the set where rr is one. Hence
M  is in 7? if and only if J rr d \JJ(\ = | (s). Thus (b) implies
(c).
If tt is an idempotent in "S , then tt is the characteristic 
function of an open-compact set S* . If s and t are in 3 , then 
st is in 3* if and only if Tr(st) = n(s)rr(t) = 1 , that is if and
I 1
only if s and t are both in 3 . It follows that 3 is a
sub-semigroup and S\s' is an ideal. Clearly
{JU inTT) : f n  d )JA\ = |yU |(S)} = { in TT} 1 \JA |(3 \S*) = 0).
Hence (c) implies (d).
To prove that (d) implies (a) we use the fact that if J j( and V  
are in M(3) then carrier(yj *V ) ci carrier(^ U )* carrier(V ). This 
follows readily from the definition of convolution multiplication. Let
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s' be an open-compact prime sub-semigroup of S and let
IT = {  ja in 7ft i \JA | (S \ S*) =0}. Clearly J A is in TT if and only
if carrier(yU ) <= s' and J A is in Tl-*- if and only if
carrier(yU ) <= S\s' . Then since S is a sub*.semigroup and S\s'
is an ideal* it follows that TT is a subalgebra and Y}^ " is an ideal.
Thus (d) implies (a) and the proof is complete.
Theorem 3.^ . (a) If 3 is an open prime sub-semigroup of 3
 * *  1
and 3 is the closure of S , then 3 is an open-compact prime
sub-semigroup and ’s\s' is a set of JA -measure zero for each JA in
TT) .
(b) If S' is a closed prime sub-semigroup of 3 and (3 )° is
the interior of S* , then (S )° is an open-compact prime
sub-semigroup of S and S \(S )° is a set of JA -measure zero for each
JA in TFT .
1
Proof. If S is an open prime sub-semigroup of 3 and h is
t
the characteristic function of S , then h is a bounded Borel 
function and h(st) = h(s)h(t) for each s and t in 3 . Hence by
Theorem 3*2 * there is a function n in 'S' , such that tt “  h except
on a set N of JA -measure zero for each j A  in TFT . It follows by
an argument similar to the one used in Theorem 1.13* that tt is the
—i —• * — *
characteristic function of S and N = 3 \  S . By Theorem 3-3 » 3
is an open-compact prime sub-semigroup. This completes the proof of 
Part (a).
Part (b) follows by an analogous argument.
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Further information concerning the open-compact prime 
sub-semigroups of 5 can be obtained in terms of certain idempotents in
S „
If p is an idempotent in S , let S(p) denote the collection 
of all elements s of S for which there exists a t in S , such 
that st = p . S(p) is easily seen to be a closed prime sub-semigroup
of 3 . pS = (ps : s is in 3} is a closed ideal of S . If
G(p) = pS n S(p) then G(p) is a compact group containing p as its 
identity. G(p) is the maximal group in S containing p .
Every compact semigroup contains a minimal ideal called its 
kernel. The kernel of a compact abelian semigroup is a compact group.
If p is an idempotent in S then G(p) is the kernel of S(p).
The above statements are well known aspects of topological 
semigroup theory. For a general discussion of this theory see [ 15].
S’ is also a semigroup, and we may define ’S(tt) and G( rr) for
any idempotent tt in 'S , as above. ”3' ( tt ) is a prime sub-semigroup of
'S' , 'G'(tt) is the maximal group in 'S containing tt , and 'G'(tt) is the 
kernel of S ’( tt). However, multiplication in S' , as a function from 
S> 3 to S , may not be continuous in the Gelfand topology. Hence 
S(tt) and 'G(tt) may not be closed.
Definition J . l .  An idempotent p in 3 is said to be essential 
if p is an interior point of S(p).
Theorem 3*5* If P is an idempotent of 3 , then the following 
statements are equivalent:
(a) p is an essential idempotent.
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(b) S(p) is open.
(c) There exists a net { }
kc in D
of non-negative measures of
norm one in TR , such that |^j (S\S(p)) = 0 for each ex. and 
{yM« } D converges in the weak-* topology of M(S) to the point
Proof. If p is an essential idempotent and s is in 3(p) ,
then there is an element t of S , such that st = p . Since
S \S(p) is an ideal, t is in S(p) . p is an interior point of
S(p), so there exists an open set U containing p and contained in
3(p). Since multiplication is continuous in S , there exists an open
set V containing s , such that Vt <= U . Then V is contained in
S(p) , since S\S(p) is an ideal. Hence S(p) is open. Thus
(a.) implies (b).
Since TR is weak-* dense in M(S), no open subset of S can be
a set of JA -measure zero for each JA in TR . It then follows from
the fact that ID is an L-space, that for every open set U of S
there is a non-negative measure JUf of norm one in TD , such that
\JA | (S\U) = 0, If S(p) is an open set then there is a neighborhood
basis {Uot } . _ at p , such that U,* is contained in S(p) forV  in D
each c*. . Choose a non-negative measure yU* of norm one in TR
for each ot. , such that yU<* (S \U«. ) = 0 . Then clearly
for each continuous function f in C(S). That is { „' ot in D
' r " *  in D ----- °
measure a at p .
P
converges to S in the weak-* topology of M(3). Hence (b) implies (c).
To show that (c) implies (a), let fn d be a net of
non-negative measures of norm one in 17} , such that ^,*(S \S(p)) = 0 
for each ot and lim yU* = in the weak-* topology of M(S). By
Theorem 3.^ , S(p)\S(p)° is a set of y>{-measure zero for each
in IT} and S(p)° is open and compact. Hence 3 \3(p)°) = 0 for
each ot and the characteristic function of 3(p)° is continuous. Hence
vr(p) = lim J  tt d ^  =  1
and p is in S(p)° . Thus p is an essential idempotent. This
completes the proof.
Corollary. If p and q are essential idempotents of 3 then
pq is an essential idempotent of S .
Proof. We use statement (c) of Theorem 3.5. Let { c
and { ^  V  in p be nets of non-negative measures of norm one in TT? ,
such that yU,* (5 \S(p)) = 0 for each =*■ , ~\Jp (S \5(q))= 0
for each p  , and { jX * in c and { in n converge to
and ^ respectively in the weak-* topology of M(3). It is
well known that convolution multiplication is weak-* continuous on the
unit ball of M(S) (Cf. p. 53)* Hence the net
{ ) * «  )lnC»D converges to Sp. <jq = <,pq in the weak-,
topology of M(S). Clearly S(p)-S(q) is contained in S(pq) and
/Vvjs ( s \ (  S(p) • S( q))) = 0 for each ot and f i  . Hence
(S\3(pq)) = 0 for each ot and p  . Thus pq satisfies
(c) of Theorem 3*5 and pq is an essential idempotent. This completes 
the proof.
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Theorem 3.6. If S is an open-compact prime sub-semigroup of S , 
tt is the characteristic function of S , and p is the idempotent in
I
the kernel of 5 , then
(a) 3 = S(p) ,
(b) 'S(n) = {f in ^  : |f| = 1 on ^(p)}={f in S" : f(p) ^ 0} ,
(c) 13(tt) = {f in S(rr) : f = 0 on 3 \S(p)}={f in S' ; |f | = tt}, and
(d) the restriction map f — > f|^  ^ is an isomorphism of t}(n)
onto G(p) , the character group of G(p).
« «
Proof. If s is in S then ps is in the kernel of S . The
f
kernel of S is a group, so ps has an inverse t relative to p .
Then t(ps) = (tp)s = p and by definition, s is in 3(p). Hence
t
3 a  S(p) If s is in S(p) then there exists t in S , such that
I I
st = p o Hence s is in S since 5\S is an ideal. Thus 
3* - S(p).
I f  f  i s  in  S then  f  is  in  "S'(tt) i f  and o n ly  i f  th e re  e x is ts  
h in  S' , such th a t  fh  = tt . S ince  | f  | < 1  f o r  any s em ich ara c te r  
f  , fh  = tt f o r  some s em ich ara c te r h in  "S' im p lie s  th a t  | f  | = 1 on 
S ( p ) .  C o n verse ly , i f  | f  | = 1 on S(p )  th en  f ( f r r )  = tt . Hence f
is  in  ’S’(n )  i f  and o n ly  i f  | f |  = 1  on S ( p ) .  By d e f in i t io n  o f
S(p)  » | f  | = 1 on S(p)  i f  and o n ly  i f  | f ( p ) | = 1 . However, s in ce
p is  an id em p o ten t, f ( p )  = 0  o r 1 . Hence | f  | = 1 on 3 ( p )  i f
and o n ly  i f  f ( p )  ^ 0 .
"3(h ) = rfS" Cl "S(tt) = (f in "3(tt) : nf = f} =
{f in "S(n) i f = 0 on S \S(p)} since tt is the characteristic
function of S(p). By the previous paragraph, if f is in 5 then
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f is in "S(rr) if and only if |f | = 1 on S(p). Hence f is in
^(tt) if and only if |f | = 1 on S(p) and 0 on S \S(p), that is,
if and only if | f | = tt .
Clearly the restriction °f ea°h element f of G(tt) is
a character on G(p) and the map f — -■ Is a homomorphism. If
%  is any character on G(p) , f(s) - X(ps) if s is in S(p), and 
f(s) =0 if s is in S \s(p) , then f is an element of 'G'(rr) and 
f 1 G(p) = ^  ’ Thus f f q(p) onto the character group
of G(p). If h|g(p) =  ^ ^°r Some  ^ in * then
h(s) = h(p)h(s) = h(ps) - 1 if s is in S(p) and h(s) = 0 if s
is in 3 \S(p). Hence h = tt and the map f — > f|G(p) as an
isomorphism. This completes the proof.
We now show how each o f th e  m axim al groups "G(tt) may be 
c h a ra c te r iz e d  in  term s o f  a homomorphism o f "ID in to  th e  measure a lg e b ra  
on a group.
Definition 3*2. A homomorphism 0 of 17} will be called a partial 
C-homomorphism if there is a prime L-subalgebra 77 of TT? > such that 
9 restricted to 77 is a C-homomorphism and 0 restricted to 77"*" is 
zero. In this case 7} will be called the L-kernel of 9 .
Definition 3*3* If P is an essential idempotent of 3 , 77 is
P
the prime L-subalgebra corresponding to 3(p) by Theorem 3-3» an^ P
is the idempotent in R which projects on T} > then we define
P
= (PyU )• Sp for each jl \ in 77? •
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Theorem 3 .7 . (a) 0  is a partial C-homomorphism of TFf into
P
M{G(p)) , with L-kernel 77
(b) If tt is the characteristic function of S(p), then the 
elements of tj(rr) , are precisely those functions h which arise from 
characters % on G(p) through the formula
J h d JA = f% d B  U  .
Here X  is the restriction of h to G(p).
(c) If 0 is any partial C-homomorphism of 77? into M(G) for
some compact abelian group G , and if 77 is the L-kernel of 0 ,
then there is a C-homomorphism ^ of M(G(p)) into M(G) , such that
9 = ^ 0  .
Proof. 9p is clearly a bounded linear map of 777 into M(S).
If JJ. is in 7]7 then PJA is in 7}p and hence carrier(Pyn ) <= s(p) 
by Theorem 3 .1 . Then carrier c: (carrier(Pyu )) .p c: G(p). Hence
(PyU )*^ p b® considered a measure in M(G(p)) . If JA and V
are in 77) , then *17 ) = (P/M)*(P'l7) by Theorem 3 . 3  and
P(JU -V)* Sp = (PJA )*5p* (Pi7 ) • . Hence 0^  is a homomorphism of
77} into M(S). If JA is in 7}^ ~ then PJk =0 and hence 
Bp^4= 0 . To show that 0p restricted to 77p  is a C-homomorphism, we
note that if V is a Borel set of G(p) and JA is in 7}  ^, then
0 H(v)= /"A*SD(V) = (w) Where W = {s in 3 : ps is in v). Thus
P P
0p restricted to 7}p arises from a continuous map s — > sp of S(p) 
into G(p). By the remark following Theorem 1.1L, Gp restricted to 
77 p is an L-homomorphism and hence a C-homomorphism. This completes
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the proof of part (a).
If h is in 15(tt) then by Theorem 3*8 h is zero on S \S(p)
and h restricted to G(p) is a character on G(p) . Hence if
M  is in 7)“*" » then 
y P
f  h  d jA  = Q = f % d  0pJU , 
and if JA is in T} » then
y"h(s)d^U(s) = J*h(ps)d^U( s) = j% (ps)d^U(s) = j ‘' X ( s ) d  6 ^(s).
Hence /  h d j t ^ f x d  8 U for each JA in 71}
Conversely, if h is in C(S) and % is a character on G(p), such that
f h  d J A ^ f z d  9p,U
for each J A  in H) , then j h d f i ,  =0 for each JA in and
J*h(s) dyU(s) = f ‘X ( p s ) d J A ( s )
for each JA in "[}„ . Hence h is zero on 3 \S(p) and
h(s) = X(ps) for each s in S(p). It follows from Theorem 3-8 that
h is in tj(n) and ‘X  is the restriction of h to G(p). This
completes the proof of part (b).
If G is a compact topological group and 0 is a partial
C-homomorphism of Hi into M(G) , with L-kernel Tf , then the
P
adjoint map 0* of 0 , when restricted to the character group O' of
G , is a homomorphism of t ?  into "S' . Clearly 0*1 =  tt and hence
(9^1)(e’2T1) = 0*^1% 1 = Q* Z j _ Z - ^ =  ©*1 = tt for each X -j_ in G . By
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Theorem 3 .6 , ^or each X  ^  in 1? . The restriction
of 6 *Z ^ to G(p) is a character X  on G(p) and, by Theorem 3 .6 , 
the map 9 X  ^ — > X- is an isomorphism. Hence the map %  ^  — > X  is 
a homomorphism of t? into G(p) . We note that
jzx d = fe'XxdM = / i d e pf(
for each in TT and each JU in IT} . The map X j_ — > % induces
a continuous homomorphism o( of G(p) into G , such that
^ (< * (3 ) )  = X(s)  for each s in G(p) . This follows from the fact 
that G(p) is the character group of G(p) and G is the character 
group of G (Cf. [12], pp. 27-28). It follows that
j f(c<(s))dB^jM(s) = /f(g)d Q jA (g )
for every j j .  in 77} and f in C(G). If we set ^A(V) = 
for each X in M(G(p)) and each Borel set V of G , then on the 
basis of the remark following Theorem 1.14, we conclude that ^ is a 
C-homomorphism of M(G(p)) into M(G). If JA is in TF} and f is in
C(G) , then
/f(g)d 6yU(g) = /f(*(s))d e /4(s) = f f(g)d^epyM(g).
Hence 0 = ^ 9  ^. This completes the proof.
Part (c) of Theorem 3*7 shows that each of the maps 0 is a
TP
maximal partial C-homomorphism having a fixed L-kernel. Each of the 
maximal groups Tj(tt) in S' is characterized by such a map.
6o
Definition J , b . H will denote the collection of all semicharacters 
h in 'S' , such that | h(s) | = 0 or 1 for each s in S .
By Theorem 3*6 H is precisely the union of the maximal groups 
'G(tt) in “§ . Much of the pathology in convolution measure algebras 
arises when H is a proper subset of "S' . The remaining theorems of the 
chapter are devoted to an investigation of this situation.
Theorem 3 .8 . If f is in S' then there is a function h in H 
and a non-negative function r in 'S' , such that f = rh.
Proof. We set r = | f| . Then r is clearly a non-negative
semicharacter. We then define h-^ (s) = |f(s)|-  ^f(s) if f(s) / 0 , and 
h-^ (s) =0 if f(s) = 0 . Note that h^ is a bounded Borel function
on S , and if s and t are in S , then tu ( st) =
f = rh except possibly on N , but since f and rh are continuous 
functions, f = rh everywhere on S .
|f(s)f(t)| ”^ f(s)f(t) = h^(s)h (^t) if f(s) j1 0 j- f(t) and 
h-^ (st) = 0 = h^(s)h^(t) if f(s) = 0 or f(t) = 0 . Hence by
Theorem 3*2, there is a semicharacter h in S , such that h = h^  
except on a set N of u -measure zero for each n in 11) . Since
or 1 for each s in S and h is continuous, it follows 
that |h(s) | = 0 or 1 for each s in S . Hence h is in H . Clearly
Definition 3 .5 . If r is a non-negative semicharacter in S and 
z is a complex number with Re z > 0 , we define r to be the 
function in C(S) , such that rZ(s) = (r(s))Z for each s in S .
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Theorem 3.9* IT r is a non-negative semicharacter in S , then
Z /-V
r is in S for each complex number z with positive real part. The 
map z — > rz is an analytic vector valued function from {z : Re z > 0} 
into C(S).
Z 2Proof. If s and t are in S then r (st) - (r(st)) =
(r(s))Z(r(t) )z = rZ(s)Vz(t). Hence rZ is in S .
1 zo zIf Re z > 0  then (z -z)- (x - x )  converges uniformly
z
for x in [0,1] to x In x as z converges to z , Hence
1 z zq
(zQ - z)~ (r 0 - r ) converges uniformly on 3 to r In r as z
zz oconverges to z q . Thus r has a derivative r In r at each
point z q in {z : Re z > 0}, By definition, z — > rZ is an analytic
vector valued function (Cf. [9]» pp. 65-66).
Theorem 3*10* If J A is in 7J1 then the Gelfand transform
A
yU of J A attains its maximum modulus on H .
A  ^
Proof. Since Jj. is in C (S) it attains its maximum modulus
^  A
somewhere on S . Suppose JA attains its maximum modulus at f in 
Id . By Theorem 3*8, we may write f as rh where h is in H and 
r is a non-negative semicharacter. We define
£ (z) = J r z h dJA -  ) A { rzh)
for Re z > 0 . Since z — > r is an analytic vector valued function
on {z : Re z > 0} > ? is an analytic function on {z : Re z > 0}
(Cf. [9]* p. 66). However, ^ attains its maximum modulus at z = 1
A  L
since (1) = J A ( f ) .  Hence, by the maximum modulus principle, s is
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a constant. Thus ( rZh) = yu(f) for each z in {z : Re z > o}.
Let k(s) = lim rn(s) for each s in 3 . Note that k(s) = o
n
if r(s) < 1 and k(s) = 1 if r(s) = 1 . If = {s in Slr(s) = 1} 
then clearly is a closed prime sub-semigroup of S . By
Theorem 3.L, S° is an open-compact prime sub-semigroup of S and
\  S° is a set of \ ) X \  -measure zero. If tt is the characteristic
function of 3 °  , then tt is in H  and
JA ( n h )  = J n h  dJA = J  k h djA = 1,1111 = (f) •
A
Hence JA attains its maximum modulus at nh , which is in H . This 
completes the proof.
The Shilov boundary of TH is the smallest subset of 3 which is 
closed in the Gelfand topology and on which every J a, for JA in TB 
attains its maximum modulus. A point f of 3 is called a strong 
boundary point if for every open subset U of S' which contains f ,
- A
there is an element JA, of TT} » such that attains its maximum
modulus at f but not at any point outside U . The collection of 
strong boundary points is a dense subset of the Shilov boundary provided 
Tf) has an identity (Cf. [11], p. 1 3 8 ).
Theorem 3 .10 shows that the Shilov boundary of 7}} is contained 
in the closure of H . Furthermore, we have the following corollary:
Corollary. H contains the set of strong boundary points in tT .
Proof. If f is a semicharacter in o' , let rrh be constructed
for f as in the proof of Theorem 3*16* If f / nh then there is an
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open subset U of S containing f and not containing nh . If 
M  is any element of uf which attains its maximum modulus at f ,
then as in Theorem 3»10> attains its maximum modulus at nh , which
is not in U . Hence f is not a strong boundary point. If f = nh
then f is in H . Hence every strong boundary point is in H .
Definition 3 .6 . We denote by K the union of the maximal groups
G(p) for p an idempotent of S .
Theorem 3*11- If s is in G then s is in K if and only if 
| f (s) | = 0  orl for each f in S' .
Proof. If s is in K then s is in some maximal group G(p)
in S . Hence if f is in Id , f restricted to G(p) is either zero
or a character on G(p). Hence )f(s)| = 0  or 1 .
To prove the converse, suppose s is in 3 and |f(s)| = 0 or 1
for each f in 3 . For each f in S' we let be the closed unit
disc and the closed unit circle in the complex plane. Each is
a compact topological semigroup under ordinary multiplication of complex
numbers. The direct product
is a compact topological semigroup under coordinate-wise multiplication 
and the product topology. For each t in 3 we define <X(t) to be
the element of X1 whose f-coordinate is f(t) for each f in G .
Each f in S is a continuous homomorphism of G into and S
1 -%,
separates points in S ; hence o< is a continuous isomorphism
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of S into P  . Since [f(s)| = 0 or 1 for each f in S' , o4(s) 
is contained in
a compact sub-semigroup of a compact group is a group (Cf. [15], p. 99).
group containing s . Hence s is in some maximal group G(p). This
completes the proof.
Corollary. K = S if and only if H = 'S' .
Proof. This is a direct consequence of Theorem 3*H anc* the
definitions of K and H .
It is well known that the union of all maximal groups in a compact 
topological semigroup is a compact sub-semigroup. Thus K is a compact
sub-semigroup of S and M(K) is an L-subalgebra of M(3).
Definition 3*7. If s is in K then s-^ will denote the 
inverse of s in the maximal group containing s . If is in M(K)
and V is a Borel set of K , then we define JU (V) = yM(V“'■*■).
It is known that s — > s"^ is a continuous isomorphism of K
onto K and hence the map u — > u defines an involution on M(K)
P is a compact group in P . Since c>C is a continuous homomorphism, 
3
P n Ot(S) is a compact sub-semigroup of P . It is well known that s s
Hence P D csC(S) is a group. It follows that o*T^ ( P H <X(s)) is a
S 3
(Cf. [15], p. 98).
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7?} is said to be symmetric if 77? , the algebra of Gelfand
transforms of elements of TT} , is closed under conjugation. The
next theorem shows how the symmetry of 77| is related to the
sub-semigroup K and the involution ~ .
A /V
Theorem 3.12. If J A is in TTI then JA is in TT? if and only
A  ---
if J A is in M(K) and JA is in 77} In this case JA = JA .
7TT is symmetric if and only if K = S and 777 is closed under the 
involution ~ ,
Proof. Suppose JA is in TT} and there is a measure ~J in Tf) , 
such that JA = V  . We shall show first that carrier^ ) cr K . If 
not, then there is a point s of carrier(yU ) which is not in K and by 
Theorem 3.11, there is an f in 'S' , such that 0 < |f(s)] < 1 .
Let [) = {t in S : 0 < |f(t) | < 1} and let p  be the measure in 
ITT defined by (V)  = JJL(U n V) for each Borel set V of S . 
fA is not the zero measure since U intersects carrier(yu ). Hence
there is some h in "S' , such that / |f|h d/> /  0 .
We define
?(z) = J \ f \ Zh d jA  ' *  f \ £  \ Zhdf> + C where b = lim ^ |f|nhdyU
for Re z > 0. By Theorem 3.9* ^ is an analytic function. ^ is not 
constant since ?(1) / C and lim 7; (n) = C, Hence ^ is not an 
analytic function. However, ^(z) = yA(|f|Zh) - V(lf|Zh) and 
 ^ must be analytic by Theorem 3*9* The resulting contradiction shows 
that carrier^ ) c K and JA may be considered a measure in M(K).
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Also
/f dV = J*K;f(s)dyU(s) = J"Kf(s"1)dyW(s) = /fdy4 
for each f in IT • Hence V  = is in 111 and
A^
 A
M  = M  ■
Conversely, if yU is in M(K) D TF? and JU is in TT} , then
JU(f) = fKFUP)dj(s) =fK f(s~1)dJA(s) =fK? dp = p.{?)
—_ a  —  -A
for each f in S . Hence JU is in fF7 and JU = JU
Tn is symmetric if and only if £  is in Tft for each J A  
in IT} . Hence IT} is symmetric if and only if TT) is contained in
M(K) and ITT is closed under the involution — . TF? is weak-*
dense in M(S) and M(K) is a weak-* closed subspace of M(S). Hence 
if TF} c M(K) then M(K) = M(S) and K = 5 . This completes the 
proof.
CHAPTER IV
In this chapter G will denote a locally compact abelian 
topological group. S will denote the structure semigroup of M(G) 
and TT will denote the character group of G .
Each % in O' determines a homomorphism F of M(G) into the 
complex numbers through the formula
F ( / A )  = .
Hence for -each %. in TT there is an element h^ of T , such that
ft djx = fhy d ^ s
for each jX  in M(G) (Cf. Theorems 2.6 and 2.7). It is known that 
TT separates points in M(G) (Cf. [12J, p. 1?). Hence M(G) is 
semisimple and jJ, — > JX is an isometry.
Theorem 4.1. The map % — > hy, is an isomorphism of TT onto
1 T(1 ) (cf. p. 5 2 ).
Proof. The fact that %  — > hjt is a homomorphism of G into 
S' follows directly from Theorems 1.7 and 3»1* The map is clearly one 
to one, since M(0) separates points in O’ , Also, h x  h x = h x x  =
h^ = 1  and by Theorem 3 -6 , h-^  is in G(l) for each X  in TT
We shall show that each h in TT(1) is for some X  in TT .
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If A is Haar measure on G , then St (^ ) is an ideal of 
M(G) which is isomorphic-isometric to L^(G) (Cf. [12], p. 16). Each 
homomorphism F of ) onto the complex numbers is of the form
Fgu) = f %  d/ 4
for some character X  in ”5 . We let h be an element of G(l) and 
define
) _ f h
for each JA in M(G) . Since hh = 1 there is an element ~U of
sC ( A ), such that F(V ) ^ 0 , and we may assume that F(V ) = 1. There
is a %  in tT , such that
f  h dJAS = F(JA ) = f X d J A
for each JA in c£ ( ?v ). If J A Is any element of M(G), then
J A ' V  is in ) and
f  h d/(s = H j * )  = )f(v ) = f(jk .v ) = } % d n  - i ) = Jh^iX/i-v )s = 
/ h » ^ S  / h ? d V S  =  fh*dS5  ■
Hence h = h^ • This completes the proof.
The Bohr compactification G of G is defined to be the 
character group of (t3,d) , where (G,d) is t} with the discrete 
topology. G is characterized by the fact that it is a compact group 
whose character group is isomorphic to 'g (Cf. [12], pp. 30-32).
We denote the idempotent in the kernel of S by k . Then
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G(k) is the kernel of S . We then have the following corollary to 
Theorem 4.1:
Corollary. G(k) is the Bohr compactification of G .
Proof. Clearly S(k) = S . Hence 1 is the idempotent in S' 
corresponding to the essential idempotent k . By Theorem 3*6 the 
restriction map f — > ^ | ^ ) is an isomorphism of tf(l) onto G(k) . 
Hence by Theorem 4.1, G(k) is isomorphic to G . Since G(k) is a 
compact group, it follows that G(k) is the Bohr compactification of 
G .
Definition 4.1. HC(G) denotes the collection of measures 
in M(G), such that ^({g}) = 0 for each point g of G . 
denotes the closed linear span of the point measures £ for g in
D
G .
It is well known that M (G) is an L-ideal of M(G) andc
M^(G) is an L-subalgebra of M(G). Also Mc(G)^“ = M^(G)
(Cf. [12], pp. 16-17). M^(G) may be identified with M((G,d)) where
(G,d) is G with the discrete topology.
Theorem 4.2. S has an identity e and if e* is the identity 
of G , then ( % )0 = & . G(e) is the Bohr compactification 
of (G,d).
Proof. A regular Borel measure is concentrated at a single point 
if and only if the L-space it generates is one dimensional. An
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L-homomorphism clearly preserves this property. Hence (<^ 1 ) 5  is a 
point measure in M(S). Since £ , is the identity of M(G) , its
Gelfand transform is the identically one function on 'S . The only 
point measure in M(S) having this property is § . Hence
( $ , )s = & e • ^  follows that if yU is any measure in M^(G) then
carrier(yM ^ G(e). By Theorem 3*5 e is an essential idempotent. 
Hence G(e) = S(e) is the open-compact prime sub-semigroup of S 
corresponding to M^(G). Since M^C0) = M((G,dj), j.n argument similar 
to the one used in Theorem 4.1 shows that the character group of 
(Gfd) is isomorphic to the character group of G(e). Hence G(e) is 
the Bohr compactification of (G,d).
In the previous two theorems we have characterized the kernel of 
S and the maximal group at the identity of S in terms of the group 
G . There is as yet no similar characterization of all maximal groups 
at essential idempotents of S . This problem is related to the problem 
of determining all prime L-subalgebras of M(G) in terms of the 
structure of G . Some work has been done on this question 
(Cf. [13J, pp. 14-19.
The action of the maps 9^  of Definition 3-3* i-s one thing which 
distinguishes M(G) from some other convolution measure algebras.
Theorem 4.3. If p is an essential idempotent of S , then 9^
restricted to 7 } is an isometry.
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Proof. Since 0 restricted to T? is a C-homomorphism, it 
  p P
suffices to show that 0 is one to one on T> . Note that if U
P rP r
is in T)p . then 0p/< = * S p and 0 ^  = y . • $ k = fK ■ % kp =
W * & * S =0, G U . Hence it suffices to show that 0, is one to 
r  k °p k p/ k
yUs = 0 , then 
f z i p  = J h %  d ^ s = / h ^ d j ^ g  = /h,d ek/<3 = 0
for each X  in • Hence yL( = 0 since '’G' separates points in M(G). 
This completes the proof.
It is well known that if G is non-discrete, then M(G) is not 
symmetric (Cf. [12], p. 107). The next theorem, in conjunction with 
Theorem 3*12, shows how the assymmety of M(G) is related to the structure 
of S .
Theorem h.h-. If G is non-discrete then there is a compact 
subset V of S which carries non-zero continuous measures in 
(M(G))„ » such that every continuous function of norm less than or equalO
to one on V is the restriction to V of a semicharacter in S . It
follows that H is a proper subset of “S' and K is a proper subset
of S .
Proof. Rudin has shown that every non-discrete locally compact
abelian group G contains a Cantor set Q , such that if M (Q) denotes
C
M (G) H M(Q) , then every linear functional F on M (Q) , such that 0 c
f|F|| < 1 , is the restriction to M (Q) of a complex homomorphism of0
one on M(G)S* If u  is in M(G) and 0.
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M(G) (Cf. [12], pp. 108-112). We denote by V the smallest closed 
subset of S containing carrier(^s) for each yu in M (Q). If f^ 
is a continuous function on V and ||f]_|| 5 1 i then the linear
functional , defined by
V/o = /Ws
for JJ, in M (Q) , is the restriction to Mq(Q) of a complex
homomorphism F of M(G). Hence there is an f in ^  , such that
/ f  d/^s =  ^ “ J"fidAts
for each kX in M (d) . Since f and f are continuous functions,
* C J_
it follows that f = f^  on V .
A continuous function on V which takes on values strictly 
between zero and one must be the restriction to V of a semicharacter
not in H . Hence H is a proper subset of 1? and K is a proper
subset of S , by the corollary to Theorem 3.11.
Theorem 4.5- If G is a non-discrete group, then H is not a 
closed, subset of 'S' . There are points of the Shilov boundary of M(G)
which are not in H
Proof. Let Q , M (Q) , and V be chosen as in Theorem h.4 , 
and let f^  be a continuous function of norm less than or equal to one 
on V , such that 0 < | f x( s) | < 1 for some point s in V . Theorem
5.^.1 of [12] shows that f is the restriction to V of a 
semicharacter f which may be chosen as the limit in the Gelfand
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topology of elements of the Shilov boundary. Hence f itself is in the 
Shilov boundary. However, f is not in H since 0 < |f(s)| < 1 .
Since H is dense in the Shilov boundary by Theorem 3.10, H is not 
closed. This completes the proof.
In a compact topological group the union of all maximal groups is 
closed. Hence the above theorem shows that, in this case, 'S' is not a 
topological group in the Gelfand topology. For each f  ^ in 'S' the 
map f — > f^f is continuous on Id with the Gelfand topology. However, 
multiplication as a function from ‘Sx s' to S' is not continuous.
Whether or not the closure of H is a proper subset of 3 is 
still an open question in the case of M(G) where G is non-discrete.
Example. If yU is any element of M(S), then defines a
function yU on "S' through the formula
dyM
for f in "S' . If yU is in M(G)g then yU is the Gelfand 
transform of and is a continuous function on "S' . The question
arises as to whether or not this characterizes those elements of M(S) 
which are in M(G)g. That is, if yU is in M(S) and yU is 
continuous, then must yU be in M(G)S . The following example shows 
that the answer to this question is no.
Let G be the unit circle and *A be Haar measure on G . Srieder 
has shown the existence of a prime L-subalgebra 17 which does not 
contain ^  ) , and a measure in T} , such that the Fourier-
Stieltjes transform of yU, vanishes at infinity (Cf. [13], pp. 25-26).
7^That is, vanishes on the boundary of G(l) in 'S' , by Theorem .^1.
If k is the idempotent in the kernel of S and ~\) = S ^  > then
V  (f) = /f(s) f(k)c^Us = / fCsJd^tg = f i  (f) 
for f in "G(l) , and
V  (f) = / f(s) f(k)d//s = 0
if f is in S \G(1). This is because f(k) = 1  if f is in G(l)
and f(k) = 0 if f is in '§'\£T(1) . Since yU is zero on the
boundary of G(l) , it follows that V is continuous. Since
is in a proper prime L-subalgebra 71 of M(G) , carrier(^s) is 
contained in a proper open-compact prime sub-semigroup of S . But 
carrier(V ) is contained in G(k) , the kernel of 3 . Hence
/^s ^ V  . j X  and V  agree on ’G(l) and (?(1) separates points
in M(G)S . Hence ~\J is not in M(G)S .
CHAPTER V
There are several interesting unsolved problems which arise in 
connection with convolution measure algebras. In this chapter we list 
and discuss some of these problems.
(1) Is there an intrinsic characterization of those elements of 
M(S) which are in 17?S ? Theorem 1.12 gives a topological 
characterization of the elements of M(X) which are in TF}^  . The 
lack of similar results for Itt s has made it difficult to relate the 
structure of *17) to the structure of 5 .
(2) is m(k ) n TFVS always closed under the involution ~
(Cf. Definition 3,7)? If the answer to this question were yes, then 
Theorem 3.12 could be strengthened to read: IT} is symmetric if and
only if K = S .
(3 )  What may be said about TFT in the case where 3 i s  a 
group? If S is a group then TIT may be imbedded in M(G), where
G is the character group of "S' with the Gelfand topology. Tft then 
becomes a subalgebra of M(G) which has the same maximal ideal space 
as L (^G) . One might ask how close TT) comes to being L (^G).
(*0 Is there a characterization of the Gelfand topology on S'
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in terms of the algebraic and topological structure on S ?
(5) In the case where 7^ = M(G) , for some locally compact
abelian group G , is H dense in 'S' ? By Theorem 3*1°* if H is not
dense in S’ , then the Shilov boundary of M(G) is a proper subset of 
"S .
(6) Is there a characterization of all prime L-subalgebras of
M(G) in terms of the structure of G ?
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